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The Memoirs 
of
Baer Loebel Monasch


Ostrowo, 2nd October 1855

For many years I have contemplated setting down in writing my life, labours, joys and sorrows and to bequeath them to my descendants as a legacy and for their emulation. However, in view of my strenuous pursuits and indefatigable industry I could never realise my deeply felt desire, as I could never find the leisure. But this fortnight I have been granted the opportunity because here in Ostrowo Ostrowo, nowadays Ostrów Wielkopolski, town located ca 30 km from Krotoszyn. I have no occupation save only to report at the assizes, court as a juryman at eight o’clock each morning. If chance has it that my name is not  among the thirteen drawn by lot for that day’s session, I can think of no better way of  employing my time – idleness being strange to me – than in setting down the long-planned story of my  life. This task I hope  to complete within the course  of these two weeks. 
	However, I must humbly beg the indulgence of my descendants  if  errors  of grammar or orthography should occur in my narrative, and hope that the tale I have to tell will outweigh  and justify such failings.
	And thus, in God’s name, I  set to work with good cheer and intend, in so far as my memory will permit, to record my life from tenderest childhood. For my motto I  take the liberty of calling out with the late King Frederick William III Friedrich Wilhelm, king of Prussia, b. August 3rd, 1770, king since 1797, d. June 7th, 1840.: Meine  Zeit  in Unruhe – meine Hoffnung in Gott ! My time in turbulence – my hope  in God !

1. CHILDHOOD.

I was born in Krotoschin Krotoschin, nowadays Krotoszyn, town located ca 100 km from Poznań (Posen). in the year 1801, so I am now 54 years of age. My father, who was also born in Krotoschin, was a school-master, widely respected for his learning. My mother came from Breslau Breslau, nowadays Wrocław, capital city of the Province of Silesia (Dolny Śląsk). and was revered for her good nature. She bore 13 children of whom three – two brothers and one sister – survive. Until my 12th year I was an only child all the others having died in infancy, and since I was a delicate and sickly child, my parents pampered me. There was very little strictness in my upbringing. They sought to raise me solely by means of affection. When I was 12 my surviving sister was born, and the following year my surviving brother. It is scarcely surprising that an unquench-able love was kindled amongst us, a love which my parents sought to keep alight and to fan. In later years incidents occurred which hurt me deeply and may have seemed like the very reverse of familial love, yet even these  could not uproot the sentiments so deeply implanted within me.
The pampering I received from my parents greatly influenced my delicate constitution, so that I never became a robust and vigorous man but since I displayed a clear and nimble mind, my parents decided to make a rabbi of me. My father instructed me in Biblical and Rabbinic writings and taught me to read and write German. Talmudic studies, however I had to do with another teacher, I did not care much for these, because the lessons strained my memory and because I had to take them outside of our home. 
Besides, there were at that time great movements of French and Russian troops through Krotoschin and my school-fellows managed to persuade me – rather than to spend my time studying the Talmud – to come out and hear the military bands, to see the colourful uniforms of the soldiers and their smart marching – all of which were novelties for us Monasch appears to refer to Napoleon's ill-fated Russian campaign of 1812. He was eleven at the time..
	My parents came to recognise that their wish that I should become a rabbi was unlikely to be fulfilled, since I displayed more of a bent towards manual skills, than towards scholarly pursuits.
	Now my father was not only a teacher but also a bookbinder, a trade he practised every night after teaching. Despite my father’s objections I insisted on helping him with binding and on staying up late to help him with his work.
	One day, when I had reached my 14th year, as I was helping him, my father said to me: Since you show no inclination towards study, I would like you to become a painter. A painter creates beautiful flowers, and this is not a strenuous  craft. I will  take you, to see the painter in the morning.
That night I could not sleep at all for excitement, thinking of the wonderful painter’s craft and wishing that dawn would come. The following day my father took me to see the master-painter, but while they conversed I looked around his miserable room with its vessels, large and small This would appear to have been a dyer as well as a painter.. 
When the painter asked me whether I wanted to learn the trade I said I did, but looking at his paint-splashed face, his dirty hands and clothes, such a revulsion  arose within me that I burst into tears and my father had to take me home.
That night I wanted to help my father as usual, but he refused, sayings You’ll become a painter for all that. I wept and said: I don’t want to be a painter. You yourself have always said to me that it is written in the Talmud that one should let one's son learn a trade that is both clean and not too strenuous. But painting is not a clean trade – the master-painter was filthy from head to foot. What's more, it must be very strenuous to carry those large vats about. I would rather remain a bookbinder.
I would not mind, replied my father, if you could be a skilled bookbinder like the one at Militsch Militsch, nowadays Milicz, town located 25 km from Krotoszyn on the way to Breslau  (Wrocław). It is just across the border in Silesia, i.e., in what was then considered Prussia proper as distinct from krotoszyn in the province of Poznań (Posen) which had only been annexed to Prussia after the second partition of Poland in 1793.. But he is a gentile and will not teach you because he’ll fear competition.
My father only did the cheaper bindings. He did not know how to do gold-finishing and other such art-work. The bookbinder at Militsch supplied the more expensive work for Krotoschin as there was no art-work binder in our town. The more I saw of his handiwork, the more enthusiastic I became about bookbinding. I even invented some decorations of my own to improve my father’s simpler work.
One day my father said to me: Let us travel  to Militsch and see whether we can come to  an arrangement with the master-binder. 
A few days later my father took me there. He arranged with master-binder Drebs that I should be apprenticed for one year, but that I should have my board and lodging with a Jew It was usual for an apprentice to have his board and lodging free with his master. An orthodox Jew, however, could not accept this because the food would not have conformed to Jewish dietary laws.. 
My master was to receive 15 Marks in two instalments I do not know what arrangement my father made with the family with whom I lodged. This family treated me like their own child. My master soon showed himself satisfied with my work. I only needed to be shown a thing once and I went  away and did it correctly. But Master Drebs kept the more elaborate secrets of the trade to himself. Since these were the very things, that I wanted to learn I noted everything that I  saw him do carefully and thus  learnt ouch that I did not know before.
My master traded in school and prayer-books and used to go and sell these at country fairs. After I had been apprenticed to him some three months, he chanced to travel to the annual fair at Pleschen Pleschen, nowadays Pleszew, town located ca 30 km from Krotoszyn.. This meant an absence of several days and since he would not entrust any of his art-work to me, he left a dozen schoolbooks for me to work on during his absence. At the time I did not realise that schoolbooks should be finished simply. I longed to take on my master’s kind of work, so I decided to finish each of the books in its own  individual  style and to try out the tricks of the trade that I had picked up. My mistress was a good woman and let me do as I pleased whenever my master was away. As  a result she often had to suffer, as my master was a short-tempered man. Now to carry out my plan I needed money to buy materials so I borrowed a Thaler Currency unit in Prussia. (3 Marks) from my foster-parents’ servant-girl who hailed from Krotoschin and was always kind to me. I worked hard  on my  twelve books and finished then in four days – each more beautiful  than the other.
On the fifth afternoon my master came back and I was as if struck by lightning when he pronounced my work totally unsatisfactory. He was furious, shook me by the shoulders, beat his wife for not watching me and then ordered me home to go and fetch the money that the school-books had cost him. I was made to leave his workshop at once and went weeping to my foster-parents to tell them of my misfortune. That night I could not sleep for tears and misery. In the morning I travelled to Krotoschin and told my surprised parents what had happened. My younger brother and sister were pleased to see me back so unexpectedly. My father comforted me. My mother gave me dinner and put me to bed.
Next day I begged my parents to give me the money and to let me go back to Militsch as soon as possible, but they persuaded me to spend a few days at home and to show them what I had learnt. I was only too pleased to show off my new skills, but since I did not have the required tools it took me eight days before I had anything to show. On the eighth day a letter from my master came demanding money for the books but never once referring to my return to Militsch. My father said he would reply that he would pay as soon as he had received the books. But to me he  said: You  are not to  go back to your master  since he does not even ask for you. I was in despair and it took all the persuasive talents of my mother, brother and sister to  stop me from running back to my master on foot.
Later, when I grew older I discovered that my parents were not really in a position to pay for my board and lodging and that my dismissal was not altogether unwelcome as it freed then from a great financial burden.
Once again I busied myself with my father’s work, but since he did not possess the stamps, pallets and rolls necessary to do fine work such as I aspired to, I pestered him to buy more tools. Some time later Master Drebs came and brought  the books. I was too ashamed to face him, but my father settled up with him. I think my parents were pleased with my fine workmanship because a short while  after my father said to me: Listen, my son, we’ll travel to Breslau and buy you all the tools you need. In Breslau we stayed with my uncle. My father, following my instructions, bought paring knives, stamps and fillets, and some  letter-stamps for titles, but he would not buy any more than that.
I was delighted and back home my book-binding improved with the aid of these new tools. Some time after, however, these few tools were no longer enough to satisfy me. After my 16th birthday, when my reason had developed, I became dissatisfied with staying at home constantly pestered my parents to let me go back to my master at Militsch or to my another at Breslau or at least to buy some more equipment. The last my parents probably could not afford to do. At that  time a family friend who lived at Borek Borek, nowadays, Borek Wielkopolski, town located ca 40 km from Krotoszyn.  came for a visit and heard the discussions between my parents and myself. He said to my father: Listen. I’ll  tell you what: Reb Jekew the bookbinder at Borek has died. And you know what a good bookbinder he was. Perhaps the widow will sell you the tools. What good are they to her now? If you like your son can travel to Borek with me and see what can be arranged.
My father agreed, gave me a Thaler for the journey and said that if I liked the tools the widow should bring then to Krotoschin and he would try to come to terms with her. The widow at Borek received me well but said: Listen, son, you’re  small and weak. How can you manage such heavy tools ? I replied that at my master's at Militsch I had handled similar tools and when she took me to the workroom she saw that I did indeed know what I was about. She then  said she still had a lot of work left over from before her husband’s death. If I would finish off this work, she would sell me the tools and, on top of that, split the earnings for the work with me.
I was eager to acquire such good tools and, in my innocence, agreed at  once and started work the following day. What I did not know was that the  cunning women only went out then, and got in the work. Soon half of Borek had gathered to watch the little prentice at work and I made some friends among the young folk. However, I could not stand the rough food that the widow gave me and within a few days I became ill, vomited and suffered terrible headaches. My father’s friend came to see me at once and said he was going to Krotoschin again the following day and that I should come back with him. However, the widow set her face against this, so the friend prescribed various home remedies and advised me to remain a few more days until I was fit again. 
When I felt a little better I wept bitterly because the woman had refused to let me go. She then agreed that when the next opportunity come, she would not stand in my way. My father’s friend came back and brought a letter for her and for me instructing me to come home and to bring the widow and her tools along as well. Now the woman could no longer detain me, but she made me promise to take her work with me and to send it back when completed. Two days later she rented a cart and we travelled to Krotoschin with all the tools and with her unfinished work. My parents came to terms with her and I was delighted to receive a good and complete set of tools.
Every now and then my father and I now travelled around the neighbourhood to gather work. I became better known and was kept very busy. I also became more confident in my work. In these two years the outside world did not impinge upon me at all. I worked all day and, if there was too much work, my father helped. Every night I had to take lessons with him in Biblical  studies, the Mishnah Mihnah is a vast collection of orally transmitted law amplifying the Bible which was finally collated in the 3rd century A.D. and the Ethics of the Fathers The Ethics of the Fathers (Pirko Avot) are part of rhe Mishnah., as well as reading, writing and arithmetic.
My father took all my earnings, but gave me money whenever I had to travel to Breslau to purchase materials. I never went there without bringing back some new tool or other. My father did not approve of these purchases. He said: You ought to save up for some fine clothes. Clothes make  the man.
For my 19th birthday I received a smart new suit and a red cotton dressing-gown.
Some time later the district court needed a file binder. A court-messenger reported this to my father and advised him to go to  the chief magistrate and to apply for this post on my behalf. The magistrate looked me up and down and said I seemed too small to take on such a job. My father, however, assured him that I was a capable lad and begged him to try me out. So the following day I went, very timidly, to the law courts, and worked there for a trial period of one month. The gentlemen of the court soon grew fond of me as I worked quickly and competently. I came to be accepted and was promised a monthly salary of 3 Marks which my father was to collect and in return for which I was expected to spend two to three hours at the court every morning.
I did my work regularly and to the satisfaction of the gentlemen of the court and thus not only became acquainted with some of them so that they entrusted their bookbinding to me, but I also acquired some semblance of education and some pride and come to be respected amongst my friends as if I were a genuine official.

2. MISFORTUNESS.

Gradually my home life changed. I no longer participated regularly in my father's nightly study sessions. I remained out with friends and on many an evening returned late. In the morning I got up later than had been my custom and I often went about my work with my head uncovered. This greatly upset my good, devout father. He often took me to task for my behaviour and complained that my entire character appeared to have changed and that I was no longer the good son I had once been. He endeavoured to guide me back to the old path by drawing my companions towards himself. He prevailed upon then to come to the house and to keep me company while I worked. He taught me to play Solo-whist and arranged card-parties for Saturday evening, and so I started to remain at home again, but I did not continue with the nightly study sessions. My father therefore decided to try and accustom me to German rather than to Hebrew writings. He brought me useful books, which I found to my liking. I conceived of the idea of joining the lending library which the Postal Secretary Hallschaur then ran. My father agreed to this provided I showed him every book I brought home. Finding these books both edifying and entertaining, I read assiduously and my parents were once again content with me and with this arrangement.
At that time there lived in Krotoschin a colporteur or itinerant bookseller named Klose who sold prayer, school and song-books. He bound the ordinary books himself, but gave the finer work to me. I earned good money from him and we came to be on very friendly terms. Klose and his wife hawked their books around country fairs, coming back every two or three months to stock up again. In the beginning he always paid me before he went on his tours, but later –  as he gave me more work and larger amounts were involved – he settled up whenever he returned from his travels – paying amounts of from 20 to 30 Thalers a time. My parents were happy with this arrangement. They trusted Klose and saved a sum of 80 Marks for me.
One day Klose suggested that during his absence I should buy books for him and get them ready, so that he would not have to sit around waiting for weeks, but would be able to go off on his rounds again without delay. He said this would expand not only his own business but mine as well. Each time he came back he would pay for the books that were waiting for him. My parents thought this a good way of enlarging my capital and signed a contract with Klose.
Until then I had worked in the smaller bedroom of my parents’ lodgings, but since my business now promised to expand, my parents rented an attic-room in the same house, which I fitted out as a work-room and in which I resided. This gave me a measure of independence and since I was already 18, my parents  thought of marrying me off. When I told my friends about this, they teased me and poked fun at me, so that I refused to fall in with my parents' plans to marry this girl or that. My parents found their plans frustrated, at least for the time being.
I remained a good son, worked diligently and did all my work punctiliously. My friends visited me frequently since there was more room in my new lodgings than in my previous ones, even though parents did not like to  see this because they feared that my friends might lead me astray.
My business with Klose went well, I became ever better known in the  area. I attended to my office as court file-binder regularly and so I was kept very busy and never thought of going out. This pleased my parents.
Klose came back every 6 to 8 weeks, collected his books and paid for then, though occasionally he remained a few Thalers in arrears. On one  occasion he remained away longer than usual. When he came back after 11 weeks he explained that he had been laid up ill for five weeks and could not afford to take delivery of the books waiting for him unless I  could give him 50 Marks' credit. However, he placed an even larger order than before, saying that due to his illness he had not managed to visit certain areas and would need large  stocks to supply then. Since Klose now owed me 50 Marks and new orders needed to be worked on, I  found myself 80 Marks short for the purchase of new books and materials. One of my friends offered to obtain a loan for me and in this way I managed to complete  the order. But imagine our shock as more and more time elapsed and Klose did not return and we gradually realised he had defrauded us ! When the date for repaying the 80 Marks drew near, my father said we would have to try and realise our money on the books. There was no way but to offer them to Master Drebs at Militsch, who traded in the same sort of book, Drebs agreed to take them off us, but would pay for the materials only and I had to forfeit my entire earnings. On top of that Drebs said he was doing us a favour. It served me right to lose the money since I had assisted a tramp like Klose who had undercut him so  that he could not do any business at country fairs. From the money we realised we managed to repay the loan of 80 Marks, but I found myself swindled and defrauded of my hard-earned savings and was poor again.
This was  the first such blow, sustained in my 19th year. Since then a red thread of misfortune winds through my entire life, so that whenever I have come to something, somehow or other I have been deprived of  it again.
My father saw how I grieved about my losses and exhorted me by citing Scripture. He quoted examples of similar instances where God had helped. I, however, languished and fell into a serious brain-fever which racked me for fully six weeks. When I rallied a little, my father came up to my room, as he was wont to do, sat by my bed and spoke. My son, he said, thanks be to God, you have been saved and will soon rise again from your bed. However, you have saddened me greatly for I now realise that you grieve so much over money lost that you become seriously ill. You do not trust God to provide for you. You must thank Him that you are alive and trust in Him that you may come to strength again and earn again, and make good your losses. You have some learning. You know the story of Job. I am much aggrieved that you love money more than God. Now resolve to mend your ways and you will see that God will never desert you.
My father’s words made a deep impression on me. I wept bitterly and he kissed me and dried my tears.
At that time the Dyhernfurth press completed the printing of the Talmud A well-known Hebrew printing press functioned at Dyhernfurth (now Brzeg Dolny) in Silesia, 30 km of Breslau, from 1689 until 1834.. There were many subscribers for this great work and I received a lot of binding to do, so that I soon forgot my losses and worked with great zeal to improve my position and to satisfy my customers. How the bookbinder Weisleder received no work from Jews, and since he knew that the binding of the Talmud gave me a lot of work, he grew envious and tried to undermine me. He denounce me to the  authorities in Posen, saying that I was only 21 and not a master-binder. Thereupon the government forbade me to carry on my trade. My father, however, appealed to the authorities, saying he was the master and I the apprentice, and so the prohibition was  revoked.

3. HUSBAND AND MASTER

One summer’s day, in my 22nd year, one of my friends came to visit me and told me, laughingly, that a certain young man had asked, to be admitted to our crowd. A match had been suggested to him and he asked us to introduce him to the girl, who usually went for walks at Vorchalslust with her friends. I, too, thought this a great joke as the young man did not fit into our company at all, but we fell in with his conceit and arranged to affect an introduction the following Saturday.
We met the girls at Vorchalslust, and made on approach, this being the first time that we exchanged banter with them. I do not know whether the girls saw through our intention, but we soon noticed that the one that our young friend had set his cap at did not want anything to do with him. We withdrew amidst laughter, mission unaccomplished. That same evening, however, I presumed to pay a first visit to the girl, who usually stood at the door of her house, and we chattered about this and that like young children.
I  do not know how it happened, but I ventured to pay a second and a third visit and noted that her parents did not seem to disapprove of these calls and that the girl preferred my company to that, of our young friend.
I spent sleepless nights ! I was constantly drawn towards this beautiful girl and on one of my frequent visits – I don't know how it came about – we declared our mutual love to one another, sealed it with the first fiery kiss of love and  agreed to get married.
That night the most rapturous images floated before my eyes. I tossed on my bed and could hardly wait for dawn to announce my good fortune to my parents. In the morning I bashfully told my mother of the developments of the previous evening. She was delighted and kissed me. Shortly after I had confided the secret to her, my father came up to my room and declared himself well satisfied with my choice, but requested that I cease my visiting until matters could be arranged between the parents and I could be publicly announced a bridegroom.
The following evening, however, I found I simply could not comply with  my father’s wish and went and visited my beloved as before, I told her of my  emotions and how I had spent the previous night and that I had confided in my mother. She admitted that matters were much the same with her and that she, too, had not been able to keep the secret from her parents.
	Our respective mothers had a common friend who acted as go-between and a few days later we celebrated our engagement, our wedding, however, was postponed for a year.
I loved my bride ardently, with all the youthful fire of first love and – although in later years my wife very frequently wronged me and accused me of matters of which I had no inkling, thereby giving rise to much domestic discord and often making my life a misery – I can affirm that my love for her has neither become extinguished, nor has it cooled until this day, in my 55th year.
After I became betrothed I worked even more diligently than before and earned enough to buy my bride very pretty and valuable presents and to pay for my wardrobe and the expenses of the wedding.
Some time later I was once more deprived of my office of court file-binder due to the machinations of my enemy the bookbinder Weisleder. When I told my bride of this unpleasantness she consoled me and suggested that, to augment my income from bookbinding, we should establish a small grocery store, since she knew that business.
I endeavoured to attract more custom and travelled to Kempen Kempen, nowadays Kępno, town located 50 km from Krotoszyn. to gather work there. 
A good friend of mine lived there as tutor in a grand house. He advised me to bring my tools and to come and work in Kempen for a while, assuring me that I would earn well  there. My betrothed and both our parents agreed to this, so the winter before my wedding I set out for Kempen, taking young brother-in-law – the one who now lives in America – along as my apprentice.
In Kempen fine workmanship was still quite unknown and I was given much work so that I was kept busy day and night and was paid very well. There were excellent prospects that I would go back for my wedding with large savings and be able to establish a good grocery store. However, the fortune-teller that my mother and I had consulted had prophesied not only great happiness but  also great misfortune. And thus it happened.
I had only been in Kempen a few weeks when my good mother died. She was not to live to see my wedding, not to experience the great joy of leading her first child to the Chuppoh The Jewish wedding canopy..
The sad news was conveyed to me by the rabbi of Kempen, because of saying Kaddish The ritual obligation of a son to recite the prayer for the dead for a parent.. 
I was so bowed down by the news that I lost all desire to stay on in Kempen and wrote home that my bride was to  come and fetch me with a cart,  since I was overcome with longing to see her and to return home. And that is how it happened. However, I retained many customers from Kempen for a number of years.
I was now impatient to be married since, without my beloved mother, I no longer found any peace in my parental home and felt I could not live another hour without my bride.
It was agreed that I was to have half the property that my parents-in-law owned as my dowry. This was assessed at 400 Marks. I told my bride that I did not like owning half a house since this might give rise to disputes and she got her parents to agree to make over the entire house to me. I came to an agreement with my parents-in-law – with the approval of my father – that I would guarantee then lodgings for life, that I would assign a first mortgage of 200 Marks to my two brothers-in-law who were still young boys, and that I would undertake to pay a debt of 60 Marks outstanding on the house. And so a legal deed was drawn up and I became owner of the entire house.
Shortly before our wedding I established a small grocery store in my house, which my bride looked after.
We celebrated our wedding in the year 1823. Despite the fact that in the  33 years of our married life I have had to endure much injustice and misunderstanding from my wife, I nevertheless love her as fervently as on the first day of matrimony and pray to God each day that he may preserve her hale  and hearty until old age.
The day after my wedding my father took me aside and addressed me as follows: My  son! he said, you are now a married man. You have sworn love  and fidelity to your wife. You have now left my tutelage and must provide for yourself, your wife and your descendants. So far you only know the lighter side of the married state. It's my duty to prepare you for the more serious side as well, and must instruct you: Annoyance, discord, quarrels, whatever you care to call them, may arise  in wedlock – but never let them go beyond the bounds of morality or of the Jewish religion. Be an honest man, hard-working and of firm character, but practise kindness and forbearance and virtue, so that you may live to on honoured old age by the side of your beloved wife.
In time to come I realised that my father had spoken golden, prophetic words.
Had my afflications lessened with the growing years, I might never have thought of setting down this narrative of my life, but since they keep in step with  the advance of old age, while my days and powers naturally diminish, I have decided to use what short period of life is still left to me, so as to allow may children, relatives and friends and all good men in general to profit from my experience – if only they will adopt the virtues which I made may own.
For my household I only bought cheap furniture and furnished may rooms simply. I worked industriously and eagerly and never frittered away a minute. If I had no book-binding to do, I made hat-boxes, just to keep busy and to augment my income. I accumulated a small supply of prayer, song and school-books, mirrors, brief-cases, handbags and other fancy-goods fashionable at the time and with these I  travelled to fairs, like Drebs, my old master and Klose, the man who had defrauded me. However, I soon had to admit that my physique would not stand the exertions of these strenuous  tours, so I was compelled to give this  up again.
Nine months after our wedding, my wife presented me with a daughter whom we named Julia, now Mrs. Behrend. My wife’s first confinement was very difficult and painful. Both her breasts became sore and she could not suckle the child. A wet-nurse had to be engaged for the infant, a surgeon for the mother. Only after three months did the breasts heal and then the mother endeavoured to suckle the child. After much effort she accomplished this, to the surprise of our friends and her own great joy.
The expenses incurred by confinement, wet-nurse and doctor soon convinced me that despite all may diligence, I would not be able to support a family by book-binding alone. I had been compelled to give up the small grocery during the period my wife was not fit enough to look after it, because I  thought it better to stick to my own trade. I had found it impossible to manage both, since my work-room was upstairs, the grocery down below and the rushing up and down wasted far too much time. I decided I needed to find a sideline that  I could manage at the same time as my binding.
In those days there was no proper bookshop in Krotoschin – although the postal  secretary Hallschtaur sold a few. I had established contact with many big book-dealers when buying on behalf of Klose, so I conceived of the idea of opening a proper bookshop. I had no capital but hoped to obtain credit from a supplier with my house serving as security and I had no doubt this could be arranged.
However, my house was old-fashioned and in a poor state of repair and therefore unsuitable for a bookshop. My first step had to be to put the house into a fit state. I discussed this with my wife and we decided to sell or pawn what little jewellery we had and to use the money for rebuilding. In addition, my wife and mother-in-law advised me to approach a rich aunt who lived in Kalisch Kalisch, nowadays Kalisz, town located ca. 50 km from Krotoszyn (formerly in the Congress Poland).  (across the border in Congress Poland, i.e. the part of Poland under Russian suzerainty). At that tine the journey to Poland was not as difficult as nowadays, so I travelled to Kalisch and found my wife's uncle and aunt prepared to lend me 200 Marks against a promissory note. In Kalisch I met a Jewish lithographer and – being a friend of the arts and sciences – I watched his work closely. In those days lithography was a novelty in our lands and I thought it might come in useful one day.
I returned home very happy and immediately proceeded with the renovation of the house.  The costs turned out to be more than estimated and we had to take on additional loans from our lodgers, so that we were now in debt to the tune of 300 Marks, not counting the jewellery we had pawned. When the rebuilding was well and truly completed, we had added four large and four small rooms to the house, and I took immediate steps to establish a bookshop.
Just then the teacher Sello visited me to inform me that he had just been granted a license to establish a bookshop in the town. He came to discuss a contract for the bookbinding work. This was a great blow to me but I remained steadfast and came to terms with him. When I told him that I had myself intended to open just such an establishment, Sello assured me that he would keep me busy and that I was not the man to run a bookshop.
And so I had to put up with the failure of my long-cherished plans. In fact, Sello gave me so much work that I could not manage it alone and had to take on an apprentice and sometimes a journeyman as well. Sello and I become fast friends and I soon managed to forget my disappointment. The number of my customers grew and I was so intent upon satisfying then all punctually and upon earning a living that my weak body frequently succumbed: I suffered severe headaches and my wife had to hold my head, while my hands were busy with my work.
We lived a very withdrawn life and managed to save enough to repay the smaller debts and to recover our jewellery from the pawnbroker.
After my mother’s death my father married on old spinster, a relative of my wife’s, expecting her to care well for my younger brother and sister. Unfortunately he was to discover that he had misjudged her character altogether – so much so that seven years later he died of vexation and grief, aged 54, in the best years of his life. He left her with two children, in far from ideal circumstances.
Immediately after her marriage, the new step-mother started treating my proper brother and sister so badly that I found it necessary to take my sister to live with us. She remained with us until she herself got married. My brother was apprenticed to a horn-turner (i.e. a maker of buttons, pipe’s, walking-stick, handles and perhaps combs). In this way they both escaped the constant ill-treatment of their stepmother.
In 1836 my wife gave birth to a second daughter, whom we named Marie after her two grandmothers. It is she who is now married to Dr. Graetz in Breslau. My wife again suffered much illness on the birth of our second child and our domestic expenses, despite our withdrawn style of life, increased so that I started to think about starting some side-line business again. I considered establishing a lithographic printing press but since I did not have the necessary capital I had to arm myself with patience. In my spare time I carved a model of a lithographic press and of a printing press from wood. In this way I prepared myself for starting one or other of these businesses. On my frequent trips to Breslau I made acquaintances in various printing firms and picked up many of the tricks of the trade.
Around that time the envious bookbinder Weisleder once again denounced me to the authorities at Posen, saying that I worked as a Master without ever having become one. The authorities called me to account, but I got my father to give me a certificate of apprenticeship and I applied to Inspector Mitte’s at Krotoschin to take my master's test. I completed my proof-piece and this is kept in Inspector Mitte’s chest to this day. From my customers I procured excellent testimonials to say that my workmanship was good and that I served then punctiliously. When I sent these documents to the royal administration I was granted a license so that I could henceforth carry on my trade undisturbed.
Thus we had high hopes that we might soon improve our livelihood and that – thanks to Herr Sello’s commissions – we faced a better future in our newly renovated house. It was a hope that was, unfortunately, soon to be dashed.

4. CONFLAGRATION.

On the evening of Friday, 1st August 1827, a conflagration broke out in this town, whereby 160 houses and their contents were destroyed within three hours without anything being salvaged, and whereby I lost not only my beautiful little house, but all my tools, household utensils end furniture.
There had been fires in Krotoschin before, but they had never been so destructive and no man imagined that a fire of such dimensions and so great a misfortune might come upon the town. As soon as I heard the noise I rushed to the site of the fire to help with salvaging and extinguishing, as I had done on earlier occasions. Within half-an-hour, however, I realised that this fire was bigger than all previous ones and that it was quite impossible to put it out. I ran home and only just managed to enter with great difficulty. I found that my wife and sister had already packed a few clothes and some small tools and were about to carry off the children. We saved nothing except a few featherbeds, one suitcase fill of clothes and a chest of small tools. Host of the Jewish inhabitants suffered similarly. The wealthiest people in town were turned into paupers and beggars in that unfortunate night.
We carried our children and our few possessions to the house of a friend, the carpenter Moldenschauer in Kalisch Street and spent several days there, disconsolate and perplexed, with almost no food and clothing. After a few days I rented a room in Kozminer Street and although space was very confined, moved in with my wife's parents and her brothers.
The question now: what to do? where to turn? how to make a living without tools, without household utensils. But the precept Where need is greatest, God is nearest still holds true. Shortly before the fire a customer, Herr von Blankowski, commissioner for the ducal estates at Dobersize Dobersize, nowadays Dobrzyca, small town located ca 20 km of Krotoszyn., had asked me to come to the duke’s chateau to bind his files of invoices and vouchers. He promised to pay well for this. The news that Krotoschin had been levelled spread rapidly in the neighbourhood and Herr von Blankowski sent me a friendly and comforting letter requesting that, true to my promise, I travel to Dobersize in the messenger’s cart. I travelled there with an apprentice, but without boots, having lost mine in the conflagration, and worked at the chateau for eight days. This work required practically no tools. Herr von Blankowski paid me very generously and made me a gift of some new boots and some groceries, before sending me home in his cart.
These first good earnings after our disaster gave me renewed courage. My customers among the court officials supported me generously with money, so that a fortnight after the fire I managed to travel to Breslau to buy new tools and materials and to start my bindery again. I acquired more customers than ever before, had a lot of work which paid better then previously and so I decided to build a new house.
The government surveyor measured up plots for those whose houses had been destroyed and since the town was to be enlarged, I acquired a plot where my house stands at this time. It was commonly said among the people that the king would make a large gift of money to subsidise the reconstruction of the town. The Duke of Thurn and Taxis announced that all who wanted to build solidly might obtain bricks and roof-tiles at cost-price from the ducal brickworks, repayment to start after two years with a first mortgage serving as security. Since we were only entitled to 400 Marks public fire compensation we took a first mortgage from the duke so as to receive another 400 Marks’ worth of bricks and tiles and hoped to build a solid double-story dwelling.
In the winter of 1827 I travelled to Kalisch to see our uncle to borrow another 100 Marks in addition to the 200 we already owed him, but he had fallen upon hard times and found this difficult. We still hoped for a royal gift, so we signed contracts with a bricklayer and a carpenter to start work in the spring of 1828. Our house was growing apace when the royal gift did arrive that summer. It was a sum of 6,000 Marks to be distributed in proportion to the size of the buildings destroyed. But it come as a great blow to us when we discovered that while other people received subsidies of 1, 2, 3 or even 400 Marks, we were among those who did not receive anything at all. To this very day I should like to know how this came about.
Now our troubles really began: 75 Marks were deducted from our public fire compensation since we had had a building plot larger than our previous one allotted to us. From the duke, we received a mere 160 Marks’ worth of brick and tiles, since the demand was so great that his brick-works could not produce enough. We found we had to buy from other brick-works, paying in hard cash. What little money we had did not even suffice to pay the workmen and we were forced to incur debt upon debt so as to complete even a single-story building and to be able to move in.
At Michelmas 1828 we moved into a new, heavily-mortgaged house, having to take in our former lodgers who had assisted us with the reconstruction as well as my parents-in-law. Consequently we had no lodgings we might have let and from which we might have derived some income.
I worked diligently at my book-binding, but could hardly save enough to pay off the most urgent debts. Much as I had hoped to launch a more profitable sideline, I did not manage to do this since I did not have enough capital to acquire even the smallest litho or printing press. I stayed awake through many a night, trying to learn paper-dyeing from books, and I did, in fact, manage to produce various kinds of coloured paper with the most primitive of tools. But I was forced to come to the conclusion that it was neither profitable nor worth the great effort to do this on a small scale.
At the end of 1828 my father-in-law died, full of years. The following March my wife presented me with a son whom we named Isidor, after my deceased father-in-law. Our joy at the birth of our first son was certainly very great.
After moving into our heavily-mortgaged new house, I lodged ceaseless complaints with the royal authorities in Posen that although I had been one of the first to commence rebuilding, I had not received any subsidy from the royal coffers. The local authorities had taken the precaution of reserving 500 out of the 6,000 Marks in case of later claims. They not decided that I deserved consideration and one week after the birth of my son I received 40 Marks as a reconstruction grant.
A long time before, while on one of my visits to Kalisch, I had arranged for the local lithographer there to issue me with a certificate of apprenticeship. The moment I received my 40 Marks I speedily travelled to Breslau and there assembled the equipment for a lithographic workshop – even if only a miserable one. After much effort I received a license from the royal authorities, I engaged a lithographer in Breslau and thus succeeded, at long last, in establishing a lithographic press.

5. GOD’S FINGER.

My exertions bore fruit. I received sizeable commissions for my lithographic press from offices and law-courts in this town and in the surrounding area. However, I had to pay 4 Marks a week to the lithographer and to guarantee him one year’s employment. He therefore ate up most of the week’s takings, leaving little over for me. Now due to the great fire, my brother had not been able to finish his apprenticeship as a horn-turner. Since he showed great talent as a lithographer I sent him to Breslau to learn the trade and promised that  if he would come  and work for me, I would pay him 15 Pfennigs a week for the first year after his return, 1 Mark for the  second and 2 Marks for the third, plus free board and lodging throughout. Our father approved of this arrangement, through which I hoped to improve my income.
At this time the bookbinder Marme established himself here and I lost many good customers to him. Although I always had plenty of work – I frequently had to keep a journeyman – much of this was for the bookshop, which paid badly. I found I had to concentrate on my lithographer's business. Round about midsummer's day 1830 I gave the lithographer notice, having employed him longer than a year and having thus met my obligation to him. I instructed my brother to come back from Breslau and to enter my business.
Now both brother and sister lodged with me. Together with my mother-in-law, two brothers-in-law and my own three children we made a sizeable family – ten people in all – and I endeavoured to preserve harmony amongst then. My older brother-in-law, who now lives in America, was then apprenticed to a locksmith, but since his master was a gentile, he also had to have his board and lodging with us.
I made some small alterations to our house, extending the room that my parents-in-law had occupied. In this room there now lived, or rather slept, my two older girls, my brother and sister, my two brothers-in-law and my mother-in-law. The good relations amongst them gave me satisfaction. We lived very simply and I worked hard at my two businesses, since it was my endeavour to free myself from debt. On my son’s second birthday – he was a sickly child and had only just recovered from an illness – we arranged a small party and we naturally invited my father. Whilst we were exchanging mutual  good wishes, I wished my father that he should live to see the child’s Bar Mitzvah. But my father spoke these prophetic words: I will not live to see the Bar Mitzvah of my beloved grandson.
Two months later, five days before Easter 1831, my good father died, in his 54th year, having been ill only four days. Before departing this life he blessed his children and mine. His blessing to me was in the words that King David spoke to his son Solomon: Mayest thou prosper in all that thou doest, and whithersoever thou turnest thyself. And he added: I hope that the blessing I have given you will come true. But you must promise to care for your sister, that she may come under the chuppah and to support your brother, However, I will not impose on you any obligation to look after your two step-brothers (children  of father's second wife) since you will have many children of your own to support. My son, remember my teachings.
A few hours later he passed away amidst deep mourning. 
1831 was, for me, a year full of both joys and sorrows. But listen, dear reader, and judge whether God’s finger did not stretch forth to extend it’s special protection over me. 
Twelve days after the death of my beloved father, my wife presented me with a second son, whom we naturally named Louis, after my father. The joy in the young son helped to still some of the pain of my father’s death.
My household was growing and despite all my industry I could not manage to pay off the heavy debts on my house. It will not surprise anyone that several of my creditors grew impatient and sued me. At that time we had a ducal law-court here, although there were also two royal courts in town. I confided my troubles, to a good customer of mine, the magistrate Herr Müller. He advised me to appeal to the court for a respite and to prove that I would be able to pay my debts within three years. If my creditors did not lodge any objections, I would be granted a moratorium. I availed itself of this advice, had a good brief prepared to show that my creditors were safe and that I would be able to pay off my debts with interest within three years. However, among my debts I did not list the 300 Marks I owed the uncle in Kalisch. For one, I assumed he would not press me and, for two, I hoped to pay him before any of the other creditors. But around that time revolution broke out in Poland.
	At the time of the revolution many youngsters, afraid of being called up, came over the border to await the outcome. Among those who came here was the son of my wife’s uncle. This young scoundrel apparently received reports of my court action in some spitefully distorted form, quarrelled with us and proceeded to press me in my sorest spot by briefing a lawyer, Herr Brachvogel, to file an objection to the moratorium on behalf of his father. Following his malicious reports home, he received documents and powers-of-attorney to proceed against me without quarter – whereby my house would undoubtedly have come under  the hammer. I was  summoned, charged with falsification and requested to explain why I had suppressed a creditor. The only thing I could say in my own defence was that the uncle had made as a gift of the money – a rather poor defence, I admit.
At that time cholera raged in Poland and over here all sanitary measures were taken to prevent the spread of this terrible disease. All living things crossing the border were placed under quarantine, all goods fumigated. To prove that this had been done every article, every letter, every document had to carry the  stamp of the  sanitary inspectorate.
At this point my wife and I had to appear in court and Herr Brachvogel, presenting his documents and powers of  attorney, hounded me so that I did not know which way to turn and had to stand before the court like some miserable sinner.
My friend, Herr Justizrat Müller, was in charge of the case and called upon me to refute the objections. In my terrible state of dejection, embarrassment  and perplexity,  God gave me  a fortunate  idea. It was as if He Himself had put the right words into my mouth, I spoke up bravely, requesting Herr Müller to be so good as to let me see my opponent's documents and powers-of-attorney. This was done and after I had leafed through them for a little while, I began to speak with courage in the presence of all: Gentlemen, I said, I stand by my assertion that my uncle made me a gift of 300 Marks for the building of my house and I contest the authenticity of the letters, documents and powers-of-attorney presented here. Moreover, I assert that  all these papers are forgeries, not sent over from Kalisch as my opponent alleges. And I wish to prove my charges, thus: These papers carry neither postal nor sanitary office stamp. Gentlemen, you are no doubt  aware that cholera is raging in Kalisch.
	The judges stared at me as if turned to stone. Herr Müller, looking through the papers once again, convinced himself of the correctness of my assertion. Then he seized the papers, flung then into the furthest corner of the court-room and turned to Herr Brachvogel: You have brought an investigation upon yourself, he said, How dare you present to this court unfumigated and unstamped papers from a focus of infectious disease? Defend yourself. Prove where you obtained these  papers from and whether they are genuine or not.
Herr Brachvogel looked annihilated. Unable to utter a single word in reply, he could only beg for on adjournment. To me Herr Müller said: The investigation will be instituted at once, but since there are no other objections, you will get your moratorium.
Thus ended the proceedings. A few weeks later I received the moratorium documents which gave me three years peace, and I could breathe freely once  again.
But God’s mercy was even greater that year. The revolution in Poland brought large numbers of Prussian troops to town Staff headquarters for all the military in the area were established in Krotoschin, also arms dumps and hospitals. As a result I was given so much work for my lithographic press that I had to order a second one and in a short while earned so much that I could repay  150 Marks to the uncle  in Kalisch  in three  instalments,  which gave me great  joy. The  remaining  150 Marks I only managed to pay off several years  later.

6. CONCERNING THE STATE OF THE JEWS.

In September 1831 cholera broke out in Krotoschin and many fell victim to the disease. It was a time of terror for all, but we were very fortunate in that our entire quarter remained untouched. For me the trials of that year were great, but so was God’s mercy.
In 1832 after the suppression of the Polish revolution and the withdrawal of Prussian troops, my business gradually returned to its slow old ways. I worked very industriously at my two enterprises. No offer of work was ever too petty for me. As proof of my indefatigable industry I wish to relate the following. In 1832, a chemist by the name of Ackermann established himself in Krotoschin. He asked me whether I would undertake to label his jars, pots and bottles for him, using black ink upon yellow labels. I accepted and we agreed upon a payment of 1 Pfennig per piece. I promised my brother a bonus over and above his usual wages and the two of us spent several weeks in Herr Ackernann’s abode. Despite this we did not neglect our regular occupations. When all the labelling was done, my total bill came to 50 Thalers which, augmenting my regular income, proved of greet service to me They must have written 15,000 labels, 50 Thalers equaled 150 Marks..
	The year 1833 was one of the most remarkable of my life. In that year the government introduced its Reform of the State of the Jews. The new law decreed that the Jews in the Grand Duchy (of Posen) were to be classified either as “naturalised” or as “tolerated or certificated”. The naturalised were granted rights equal to those of Christian citizens. I was among those who received the patent of naturalisation.
At the same time the administration of the Jewish congregations was regulated by royal decree. The members of each corporation were made to elect 15 representatives and an executive committee of four. I was among the first elected representatives  and in those days it was a greet honour to be chosen to sit around the green table. I can flatter myself that my proposals for the improvement of the state of my community were always approved with greater alacrity than those of other members Monasch describes the financial affairs of the Krotoszyn community, its divisions and controversies in an appendix to his memoirs. Following are some  excerpts from this account of the next 21 years,  i.e. until 1860..
Each representative was elected for a term of three years. Until 1849 I was re-elected every term. After 1849 I  joined the executive  committee.
	Our synagogue, which had been destroyed in the great fire of 1827, was to have been rebuilt in 1829. In fact, the executive of the period managed to have the outer walls erected, up to first-floor level. However, as a result of the reforms of 1833, the rebuilding of the synagogue was interrupted, the settlement of other community affairs demanding much time and effort. For fully twelve years, until 1841, the unfinished walls stood exposed to wind and weather and were very nearly ruined as a result. In 1841 the representatives  at  last  agreed to rebuild the synagogue and to raise money by selling shares. The shares offered to members were valued at 60, 45 and 25 Marks and each shareholder was to receive two synagogue-places, a man’s and a woman's. These seats were arranged in three classes, corresponding to the value of the shares. In addition each shareholder was to pay an annual contribution of 3, 2 or 1 Thaler to the community chest, depending on his class.
Thus the synagogue came to be built and was solemnly inaugurated in 1845. I had been elected a member of the building-committee, but since the other members cared little for the work, or nothing at all, I alone had to shoulder the colossal task of supervising and directing this large enterprise. My duties caused me much annoyance and vexation, but nevertheless I brought the building to completion, in return for which I have the satisfaction of knowing that I have secured a house of God for my community.
In 1829 the corporation executive rebuilt the old community and school-house, the earlier one having also been destroyed in the fire. This had, however, been reconstructed so shoddily that in 1846 the police closed it because of its state of dilapidation. A new one could not be built straight away as funds were short, and so rooms had to be rented at great expense. As soon as I joined the executive I introduced a proposal that a new school and community house be erected and I succeeded in having the present splendid building soundly constructed at little expense to the community Monasch describes the financial arrangements in great detail. To summarizes the annual contribution of 3, 2 or 1 Thaler had fallen into disuse and had not been collected. Members were therefore in debt to the community. He therefore proposed to re-auction the synagogue places, so as to raise money..
We requested the authorities’ permission for our financial proposals and also to cut down the century-old pine trees on the cemetery to use the timber for the construction of the school and community-house. The government approved all our requests, but some malevolent members of the congregation, jealous of our success with the authorities, ran down our building-site. They reported to the government that there had already been a school-house on this spot, which had fallen into a state of decay and had had to be closed. They requested the government to have the school built some other place. But to do this a new plot would have had to be bought and our funds did not suffice for this.
The government sent a commissioner to Krotoschin to investigate the matter and to suggest to the community executive that we purchase a new building site and offering a government loan for this purpose. I persuaded my committee not to give in, and to insist on the old site. The commissioner had the site surveyed and found it to be good. He then had the members of the congregation assembled in the synagogue to hear their views.
Our opponents yelled A new site!. Our friends yelled The old site!. The commissioner then put the question to us: Gentlemen, for what reason do you insist upon the old site? A new one might well be healthier for a school and more advantageous. I stepped forward and requested permission to speaks Herr Commissarius, I said, We insist on the old site because all religious denominations have their schools close to their churches, for school and church must go hand in hand. Our old site is near our church. The new one cannot be. A well-founded reason, said the commissioner. Gentlemen, I bid you adieu. I have no business here. You have a good committee who will undoubtedly do their best for the  community.
Our opponents had to go home with  long faces and we built our large and well-appointed community and school-house on the old site.
After this I endeavoured to have a rabbi appointed for the community, but since I failed with this proposal and it caused me much botheration and misunderstanding, I voluntarily resigned in 1852, the law dispensing me from holding office because I still had six minor children. Since that time I have refused all office. However, in the year  1860 the community officials of the day succeeded in having Rabbi Dr. D. Johl from Schwersenz Swarzędz (Schwersenz), small town located ca. 5 km from Poznań (Posen). elected and appointed rabbi of Krotoschin. When it came to fetching him, the committee chose me to be one of the delegates to conduct the rabbi ceremoniously from Rawitsch Rawicz (Rawitsch), town located ca. 50 km from Krotoszyn. to Krotoschin. Since this took no more than 24 hours I accepted and carried out this honorary errand.

7. PRINTER.

It was around June 1833, while I was busy with my bookbinding that a young man called on me and introduced himself as a printer from Warsaw. He informed me that he hoped to establish a printing press in town and that he had already had discussions with the local authority. I had to hide my inner agitation from this stranger, but as soon as he left I hurried to the local authority and in the presence of district secretary Kusche, who was a good friend of mine, told the district commissioner what I had just heard and informed him that I had myself intended to establish a book printing press to go with my lithographic press. Herr Kusche spoke up for me and persuaded the district commissioner (Landrat) to turn down the stranger's application at once. I was requested to submit my testimonials and to apply for a license as a printer of books. I immediately travelled to Dyhernfurth to see the brothers Warschauer who had taken over the Jewish printing press there. Because of their bad management they had nearly brought it to its last legs.
	I paid them 30 Marks and received from then a testimonial of  apprenticeship as proof of my competence. I then applied to the Krotoschin district office and received a license, which my friend Kusche brought to my house personally a few weeks later, addressing the following friendly words to me: My dear Monasch, do make haste and establish this printing press, so that no-one else gets in your way, because I cannot guarantee that if you hesitate, some other person may not beat you to it.
When I visited Dyhernfurth a competent but dissolute typesetter and printer had offered his services to me. Knowing him for a good worker, though a debauchee, I now wrote and asked him to come over, I was very short of capital so I had a wooden printing press constructed locally and bought only very few varieties of type in Breslau. Upon my advertisement, a locally reputed teacher, Herr Kaselitz, requested me to publish his grammar and we drew up a contract. His book was to include many lithographic drawings. We soon managed to complete this little volume. Being inexperienced in this business I had thought it better to have the security of the goods rather than the personal obligation of the client to rely upon. Therein I was very much in error. In accordance with our contract I was to supply quantities of the book to Herr Kaselitz upon cash payment. Unfortunately a similar grammar, and probably a better one, had been published just previously in Leipzig and as a result only very few copies of Herr Kaselitz’s could be sold and all the rest were so much scrap paper. I could scarcely recover one sixth of my costs. 
My second little German volume did not fare much better. A certain Eichborn from Posen had obtained permission from the authorities to have  the new laws recording the Jewish communities printed in both German and German-Jewish German-Jewish means basically standard German written with the Hebrew script. writing and to have then sold among the Jewish public. He wanted to have the work printed at his own expense. I travelled to Posen and believing Herr Eichbon to be a very fine, learned gentleman, signed a contract with him. This time I was to deliver up all 3,000 copies. Upon delivery I was to have one-quarter of my money in cash, the rest in three bills of exchange redeemable at two-monthly intervals. I thought I was now being cleverer in having my security in the person rather than in the goods. I did indeed received one quarter in cash, but when the first bill of exchange fell due,  there was no money to meet it and it was the same with the second and third and I came to discover that I had been defrauded and that Eichborn was a poor man. I was only too pleased to sell off the bills in Posen at a great loss, but I lost my taste for the German printing business, my first two ventures having plunged me into debt.
But Almighty God did not desert me. Rabbi Jaffe of Zduny Zduny, town located ca 7 km of Krotoszyn. requested me to print a Hebrew work for him. For this I needed Hebrew type but I did not let this discourage me Monasch’s memory seems to be a fault here. He must have needed Hebrew type for the previous book, Yiddish being written with Hebrew characters. The new Hebrew work was a Talmudic interpretation by Rabbi R. Mordechai Michael Jaffe..
I drew up a contract, but having paid dearly for my experience, insisted upon payment in the course of the printing and Rabbi Jaffe complied with this very promptly and punctually. I had also asked for a down-payment of 25 Marks. My typesetter had told me that the former owner of the Dyhernfurth press, Herr David Sklower, now in Breslau, still had some Hebrew type, so I journeyed there and bought this from him, paying part in cash and the remainder by means of bills of exchange.
Not only did I not get into any financial embarrassment with this Hebrew book, but I had pleasure of the work end obtained an entirely new concept of printing work. But providence was even kinder to me. Hardly had I completed the work for Rabbi Jaffe that Rabbi Urbach from Lenschütz Łęczyca (Lenschütz), town located on Bzura river ca. km form Warsaw; in the 19th century under the Russian government within the so called Congress Poland., in Poland, the father of the Ostrowo rabbi, commissioned a major work of 120 sheets under the same conditions as Rabbi Jaffe’s. This work brought me good luck and some repute. I worked an entire year at it and it enabled me to set up a proper Hebrew printing press, to give notice to my two lodgers after repaying a debt of 200 Marks to them, and to use their rooms for my growing family. At the same time I managed to pay off the remaining 150 Marks to the Kalisch uncle.
I now gave notice to my typesetter, for he was a great debauchee. My brother and I had learnt sufficient from him, and between the two of us we set up and printed a third, smaller work for Rabbi Spyro of Tscharnikau Tscharnikau, nowadays Czarnków, town located ca 70 km from Poznań, on the border between the provinces of Posen and Pomerania.. This too proved lucrative. These three Hebrew, or rather rabbinic works were printed in the old rabbinic type I had bought from Sklower in Breslau.
As before, I carried on bookbinding with my own hands. In addition I often lent a hand with both printing and lithography. It was my sole pleasure to be fully occupied and to be able to work myself thoroughly tired. I knew of no pleasures save only to work for and care for my loved ones and to be constantly with then, allowing myself none of the amusements and distractions that many other men and fathers of families cannot deny themselves. In leisure hours and on holy days it was my sole delight to sit at home and to study Hebrew or German books In 1833 a daughter, Charlotte was born, in 1835 a son, Julius. These were followed by four daughters, only two of whom survived: Hanchen (1837); Rosabina (1839); Ulricke (1841) and Klara (1842). These were followed by two sons, Max (1845) and Adolph (1847) and one last daughter Helene (1851) - making 13 children in all..
Hanchen unfortunately died of cholera on September 10th 1852, aged 15. This good, beautiful and pious child promised to turn out as well as our daughter Marie and to give us as much pleasure. But it was Almighty God’s pleasure to take this beloved child from us during an epidemic of the evil cholera, and although the loss caused us much pain, one must accept God’s will. What God has done is well done. Peace be unto her ashes.
Our daughter Klara was our tenth child. It was her misfortune that her mother was too weak to suckle her and she had to be fed by a Polish wet-nurse. This was probably the cause of her consumption and her early death. At the age of two we had to give up this good, beautiful and dear child.

8. PUBLISHER.

My ever-forward-striving spirit soon convinced me that I could not rely upon having printing orders at all times. If I wanted to get on in life I would have to do business in different ways. In Posen I had met a certain Sussman, a bookseller, who strongly urged me to set up my own Jewish publishing firm. In particular he advised me to publish the German translation of the Five Books of Moses by Dr. Johlsohn, which had appeared recently, together with the original Hebrew test and a Jewish-German translation. It was to be assumed that this might be a lucrative business since no such work had appeared for some time. I took note of his suggestion, but could not tell him of my straightened circumstances. I did, however, discuss the suggestion with my family and it found their approval.
Long before I had decided, and I have always stuck firmly to this resolve, never to undertake any major business venture without first discussing it with my wife and my closest relatives.
My first independent publishing venture presented insurmountable difficulties, requiring much capital, many different varieties of type and many workman. I had none of these, but my prudent and indefatigable industry was to replace then all. I could count upon obtaining paper supplies on account from the trader Kuschke, and I must needs state to the credit of this man that he has never failed to give me his assistance and for many years was my sole support. The few varieties of type I had acquired in Breslau were worn and quite inadequate for the printing of a Pentateuch, The type-foundries in Breslau had no Hebrew type, but my enquiries showed that I could obtain both Hebrew type and matrices from the firm of Dressler & Rostfingerlin in Frankfort-on-Main. Since I could not ask this firm for credit, I placed an order for the five most essential matrices and arranged for these to be sent to a business house in Breslau, from whom I undertook to redeem them for cash.
	I did not have enough money to buy even the most essential bits of equipment, so I was compelled to have recourse to an expedient: I asked the Andersch press in Frankfort, who used the same Hebrew type as I had on order, to print 2,000 sample sheets of the Pentateuch following my own design and prescript. I distributed these sheets together with a subscription-form which I printed itself, requesting an advance of 10 Pfennigs per subscriber. This expedient produced excellent results. I immediately received over 1,200 orders from near and far and got over 400 Marks in cash into my hands Some subscribers must have contributed more then 10 Pfennigs..
	My success encouraged me. The matrices arrived a few weeks later and I gave then to a type-foundry where I had a little credit and had the Hebrew type cast. In this way I became the sole owner of the beautiful Hebrew type of Dressler & Rostfingerlin in all Prussia. The purchase of these matrices gave me the great advantage that I could have additional type cast at will and repeat this whenever necessary. I took on two assistant compositors and several boys and soon managed to complete the first fascicle of the Pentateuch.
I travelled far and wide with my first fascicles, so as not to be defrauded and to get to know my business contacts personally. I spent seven weeks on my travels, but this convinced me that such tours were too strenuous for me, and too expensive as well. However I came back rich in experience, having acquired new insight into people and business-affairs and having met a great variety of characters. Thereafter I tried to avoid travelling, but several times, in periods of serious financial embarrassment, I was compelled to undertake debt-collecting journeys of a week or a fortnight.
Eventually I was to have 25 different sorts of Hebrew type, four printing presses and 36 people in my employ, yet I never succeeded in having a constant reserve of 50 Thalers in cash, materials and wages swallowing up so much money. My wage bill alone came to as much as 50 Marks a month.
I had many direct printing orders for rabbinical works, and when my house become too small, I was forced to build on several times, yet I could never draw enough money out of the business to put an upper floor on to my house. 
As soon as I had brought out a few segments of the Johlsohn Pentateuch and had managed to improve my financial circumstances a little, I proceeded to marry off my sister. This cost me 400 Thalers, but in this way I fulfilled the last request of my late father, expressed in the hour of his death.
Just as a rose, at the end of summer, bloods in all its glory, so stood of printing enterprise at the end of this period (1836-1842). I regard this as the summer of my life. Like the gardener I eshewed no labours to bring my plant to flower and to fruition. No work was too hard for me, no work too humble. I eared neither frost nor the summer's heat. I neglected nothing. But pray do not believe, my dear ones, that I ever rewarded myself for of labours or that I ever permitted myself indulgence in any pleasures as compensation. I have always avoided unnecessary expenditure and have only sought to provide for my beloved wife and children so as to be able to raise their temporal well-being to a higher level. Nevertheless I have suffered many bitter hours, very bitter hours, and have been gravely misjudged. Of course, I have also experienced great joy. But you will soon hear what pains I have had to endure for my zeal.
At the time when I set up my printing press, there were no factories to supply ready-made printers’ ink. Each printer had to prepare his own and since I always insisted on working at all the different processes in person, I often boiled the oil required for ink. In the beginning we only prepared small quantities at a time, but later increasingly large quantities were required. 
One day, shortly after my sister’s wedding. I was boiling 10 quarts of oil in the kitchen. The oil must have been too fresh. It bubbled up and although I tried my hardest to get it to singer quietly,  it boiled over, caught fire, poured over my right hand and then all over the kitchen burning brightly. I yelled with pain. The assistants case rushing from the printing and compositing rooms next door and found me in a faint and the entire kitchen in flames. I was carried into the living-room, unconscious. The fire was extinguished with dry ash. A doctor was called who soon brought me back to consciousness. He had the clothes cut off me, since they could not be removed any other way, and placed a poultice on my burnt hand.  I  suffered terrible pains and the following day my hand was so swollen and inflamed that a surgeon, who had been called in by the doctor, would not let the artery act the doctor requested, but had 50 leeches applied to my hand for 24 hours. The following day the doctor was still uncertain whether or not my hand would have to be amputated. He ordered it to be submerged in cold water for at least three weeks. These three weeks I had to lie on my side at all times and to keep the hand in water which was changed frequently. The pain was excruciating and did not allow me to sleep even one wink and the hand stank so abominably that those around me could hardly bear it. The doctor only kept me alive by means of drugs. However, a wise and experienced woman, hearing of my misfortune, sent a message to say that milk of poppies should be applied to the burn. With the permission of the doctor this was done and it worked so well that after the first few poultices I managed to sleep for the first time in three weeks. Eventually I recovered and 13 weeks after the accident, managed to go back to work again, but I have never recovered the full strength of my hand.
My expanding business demanded so much of my time that I could not participate personally in the education and training of my children, especially my sons. I sent them to the local high school and for two years kept a resident tutor whose task it was to instruct them in religion, Jewish learning and Hebrew. He received free board and lodging and 60 Marks a year from me. However, since my sons showed little inclination towards Jewish scholarship, I gave the tutor notice, though I continued sending them to high school. Of Louis I thought he night become a scholar so I sent him to the high-school in Glogau Glogau, nowadays Głogów, town in Silesia., which cost me 200 Thalers a year. But since this expenditure was too great a burden, I brought him back after a year and put bin into the local high school. 
My children grew and my household expenses did likewise. As my business grew, so did my financial troubles and my worries. Ever more money was tied up in credit and I myself often had to borrow money at high rates of interest so as to meet my commitments. I had started with nothing. I had had to spend much money on tools and equipment and I found that whatever capital I managed to accumulate came to be tied up in my stock of publications, which eventually rose to a value of several thousand Thalers. On top of that I undertook a number of unsuccessful publishing ventures which had to be sold off well below cost.
However, in the year 1840 a new source of business opened up for me. Jewish booksellers in Cracow ordered large quantities of books marketable in Poland and the Austrian territories. Cracow was then a free city so that books could be sent there free of customs duty. From Cracow they were snuggled into the neighbouring territories.
Books for Cracow were only printed upon receipt of firm orders and were paid for in cash,  so this proved an excellent business for me. But since I wanted to continue with my own publishing projects as well, I had to spend even more money on equipment and workmen, I did not have the space to install any more wooden presses, but at this tine the Dingeler iron presses became fashionable. These work much faster than wooden, ones and I replaced two of my worst with iron presses, at a cost of 560 Marks. They did me good service.

9. SONS-IN-LAWS.

My eldest daughters grew apace and since experience shows that one should marry off a girl in the flower of her youth – Strike while the iron is hot, as the saying has it – I started thinking about a match for my eldest daughter Julie. In 1841, while on a business-trip,  I got to know a young man, a qualified book-dealer called Behrend at Wollstein Wollstein, nowadays Wolsztyn, town located ca km of Poznań.. Since I liked him, I asked a friend to suggest a match with of daughter to him. My friend and I exchanged many letters regarding the marriage settlement. Negotiations got to the point where a dowry of 1,200 Marks was being asked. I discussed this with my wife and relatives and raised the objection that as my finances had only improved very recently, I was not in a position to agree to so large a dowry and pay all the additional expenses. My wife and relatives, however, replied: You’ll see: God will help. This disarmed me and I have not regretted the step.
My little Julie was 17 at the time of her engagement, so it is not surprising that the child agreed readily to everything asked of her and acted according to her parent’s wishes. The marriage cost me 2,000 Marks, including the dowry of 1,200. At Christmas 1842 I had the pleasure of seeing my eldest daughter married to Herr Behrend.
Little Julie was only 18 at the time of her marriage, so we advised Behrend to live here in Krotoschin and to work at his trade, as a book-seller, and to take on any additional side-lines he wanted. However, he would not follow our advice and preferred to move  to his home town, Wollstein, and to set up as a timber-merchant, a trade he probably knew nothing about. Because he would not follow experienced advice, Behrend lost over 3,000 Marks within three-quarters of a year. A few letters from our children in Wollstein convinced us of the serious state of affairs there, so my wife and I agreed to take then into my business at Krotoschin so as to save them from total impoverishment. However, this fatherly deed brought about the autumn and winter of my life. This was the icy wind that prevented my fruit from ripening. I regard the years 1843-1849 as the autumn and winter of my life and my business enterprise. As a rose in full bloom gradually withers and fades, loses its petals and dies, so it happened with my business. But as in autumn there are still occasional bright days, so it was with me. One still has joy of the occasional beautiful autumn day, until winter freezes all things and snow covers even the finest gardens and fields. And thus  it was with me.
My son-in-law promised to take over the entire business-correspondence, to learn the practical side of printing and to lend a hand with it. He had managed to salvage a mere 700 Marks and he put this into the firm. We drew up a 3-year contract according to which I was to have a 7/9th share of the business and he 2/9th. Since he had undertaken to do his share of the practical work, I had to allow him a voice in the running of the business. As it turned out, my son-in-law did not concern himself in the least with the practical work but,  alas, made only too full a use of his right to have a say in the management. This gave rise to much unpleasantness.
My business in Jewish books now received a slick, businesslike veneer, but the old solidity was lost: Living in amity with one's business associates, not being in too much of a hurry, being satisfied with what God gives ... all these were lost. The business was brought in line with the German book trade. I had long held that this could not be done with Jewish books. For example, I did not think one should concern oneself with retail prices. Books only published recently now had to be reprinted repeatedly. To be able to sell, a commercial traveller had to be engaged. Such a change in the pattern of business, compared with the slow but solid old ways, required far more capital than we had at our disposal. From Cracow we received very many direct orders, but even these did not yield enough cash for the stepped-up pace of business.
Before my son-in-law joined the firm Fürstenthal, who had earned a lot of money from me with his translations from the Hebrew, persuaded me to let him re-translate the old Hebrew work Sohar (The Light of Wisdom) and to publish it by subscription. I had brought out two fascicles of the work, but since it had no success I wanted to suspend publication of further instalments. My son-in-law, however, insisted on continuing and in the course of the three years of our partnership, 12 fascicles of the work appeared, although we did not even recover a third of the production costs. There remain three more sections to complete this work Levin describes the Light of Wisdom, 1845-1848, as the most beautifully produced of all of Monasch’s publications..
	Then there was the unpleasant matter of Kruschke, my paper supplier, stopping our credit. This local merchants had previously supplied all my paper at a modest profit. He knew me for an upright man and had always given me ample credit and never pressed for payment. However he resented that I had taken my son-in-law into the firm and that the latter had approached paper-merchants in Breslau who agreed to supply more cheaply but gave little credit, We therefore bought less from Kruschke. Since he needed money to rebuild his own house, he demanded payment of the outstanding debts and this resulted in our serious embarrassment.
At this time I supplied 2,000 copies of the Sohar (The Light) to Cracow and although I received 2,000 Marks for it, 1,500 had to go to Kruschke and there was little over to pay wages and to buy paper.
The conduct of business had changed out of all recognition. All earlier publications, even those distributed only a short while before, were reprinted. At the same time only 10 or 12 instalments of my magnum opus – the entire Bible with translations and commentaries – remained to be published, but these were delayed. My stocks grew, but so did my financial embarrassment. There was simply not enough demand for all these books. Our commercial traveller looked for new customers and quick sales, but was not concerned whether these were steady and reliable customers or not. We lost much money because he sold the first fascicles of sets to unreliable customers who did not take up subsequent ones so that we were left with incomplete sets. Many bad debtors had to be taken to court, but we recovered little money. Despite my tremendous efforts during this period, I could never even manage to buy myself a new pair of trousers.
I determined to endure patiently and to fulfil all my obligations under our 3-year agreement, and succeeded in doing this with good grace. My sole concern was to see my second daughter well married and God did indeed help me to accomplish this. His mercy is great and incomprehensible: before an illness even appears, the cure is already in sight !
Good matches for my second daughter were proposed to me from various quarters. When I suggested one of these to Marie, she replied quite boldly: Dear father, I could never marry a man whose level of education ranks below that of my brother-in-law Behrend. I was taken aback by this answer and said: If this were your firm resolve, you would have to marry a man with a doctorate ! And you know I cannot afford that. One can never know, she replied. Do try. I’m sure you’ll find. It now dawned on me what she was getting at: I talked it over with my wife and we then entrusted our son-in-law Behrend with starting negotiations for a match between Dr. Heinrich Graetz and Marie Later Professor Heinrich Graetz, author of the first complete “History of the Jews”, published in 11 volumes between 1853 and 1875..
	We had met Herr Graetz at my elder daughter's engagement party. He was a childhood friend of Behrend’s and a relative of his. At that time he was a house-tutor in Ostrowo. He became a family friend and visited us frequently and my second daughter found favour in his eyes. In the meantime he had acquired a doctorate and was now living in Breslau.
	After a short while Marie and Dr. Graetz became engaged. The engagement was celebrated in the summer of 1845, but since Dr. Graetz had until then not found a suitable position, the wedding was not celebrated until 1850, i.e. five years later. I agreed to give a dowry of 1,000 Marks in cash, to buy a library worth 500 Marks and to pay 15 Marks a month for his support, so long as he did not have proper employment. However hard these commitments were for me, I have never regretted incurring then and every day I pray to God that he may bestow upon me such good and happy matches for my other daughters. For three years I fulfilled the commitment undertaken towards Dr. Graetz, although I found it extremely difficult. When, later, I was no longer able to do so – neither to pay the 15 Marks a month nor to give the promised dowry of 1,000 – Dr. Graetz nevertheless fulfilled his part and treated me so nobly that I shall be eternally grateful to him.
At the end of 1845 the Cracow business unfortunately came to an end. As an aftermath of the Polish revolution, the free city status of Cracow ceased and the town was incorporated into Austrian Galicia. 
The import of Hebrew books into Cracow was no longer permitted and all orders came to an end. This sad news came to me by post one Friday. My business suffered a grievous blow, not only because a good source of income dried up, but also because the expensive equipment bought to meet the Cracow orders became useless. I was left with many volumes only marketable in  Cracow in my store-room. They were extra copies of books I had printed on my own account while fulfilling commissioned orders from Cracow. I did not know what to do with these and it is not surprising that I was in a deep state of gloom. Some volumes of one commissioned work remained to be printed and I had to strain all resources to finish  the remaining volumes  during the  period of grace  allowed. 
I came to realise that with this new state of affairs, the firm could not support two families, so I resolved not to keep up the partnership beyond the period of the 3-year contract. I explained this to my son-in-law Behrend and have him notice. But since I wanted to improve the state of the business and to give my son-in-law a way of earning a living. I suggested that he take my large stocks – worth over 10,000 Marks – at a discount of 50 %, move to Breslau and open  a Jewish bookshop there. I offered him a 50% partnership in this shop. Had my son-in-law listened to my advice and my well-meant proposal, we would both have become rich men, as later experience was to show. But he was too proud. It was a decision he often came to regret seriously. He demanded a rendering of accounts and the withdrawal of his capital plus profits, thinking he could drive me into a corner with this demand. Since my well-meant proposals proved of no avail, I agreed to pay him out. I trusted in God, who had helped me in so many emergencies, to come to my aid once again. 
As a first step I undertook a tour of  customers to try and collect outstanding debts. During the summer of 1846 I spent two months travelling throughout Prussia. Unfortunately  this  showed up how many bad debts we had. I next went to the Michelmas Fair at Frankfort-on-the-Oder and concluded a large deal with a bookseller from Hamburg. With my takings I paid out my son-in-law and resumed the running of my own affairs. But how different circumstances were from those of previous years ! Although I had started with nothing and now possessed large stocks, I was also saddled with a heavy burden of debt. In the intervening years all the world had become inundated with my publications. Customers now demanded so much credit that I hardly knew which way to turn. But I started afresh, publishing a few small, popular works. I tried to reintroduce the solid old ways and I do believe I would have succeeded gradually if Divine Providence had not decreed otherwise.

10. THE SHIPWRECK OF CRACOW.

Early in 1847 the prices of provisions rose, so that I could hardly find any buyers for my modest new publications and could not even recover l/20th part of my costs.
	I was compelled to sell off my stocks to eke out a living of sorts, However, on my travels I had learnt that many Polish and Russian Jews visited Königsberg Königsberg, capital of former province of East Prussia, after WW II annexed to the USSR and renamed as Kaliningrad in 1945. and Memel Memel, now Klaipeda, became part of Lithuania after 1918. regularly and purchased Jewish books there to take back to their own countries.
Since the larger part of my stocks consisted of books that had previously been exported to Russia and Poland via Cracow, I decided it might be possible to dispose of large quantities of these books in Königsberg. In May 1847 I therefore packed up 5,000 Marks’ worth of unbroken sets of volumes, hired two carts and undertook the journey to Königsberg, I took my eldest son Isidor, who was then apprenticed to a lithographer at Ohlau Ohlau, nowadays Oława, town located ca. 30 km of Breslau. in Silesia, along with me. The journey took us 14 days and cost over 200 Marks The distance from Krotoszyn to Königsberg is under 450 km..
It was my misfortune that the price of provisions rose ever higher and when I got to Königsberg rye had reached 10 Marks a quart. I tried my hardest to sell my wares in Königsberg. I offered then to many rich Polish and Russian Jews, but everywhere I received the same answer: that in these days people would rather buy bread than books. With the greatest of difficulty I managed to sell enough for our own subsistence in Königsberg.
After three weeks of this I decided to risk the journey to Memel, taking a letter of introduction which a good friend in Breslau had given me. I left my son and my wares in Königsberg and set out one dull and rainy day to travel by steamship. It was a journey that ought to have taken 9 hours. The first three miles were on land, in a coach provided by the steamship company. There were some 60 of us. When we reached the Kurische Haff (lagoon) we had to seat ourselves upon a lighter so as to reach the steamship which waited far out in the water. To our misfortune a great storm arose and despite all the efforts of the oarsmen our lighter threatened to turn over. The further we penetrated into the water, the greater grew the danger of our overturning and being buried in the  sea. The cries, the prayers, the terror of the people on the lighter were heartbreaking. When the men on the steamship perceived our danger,  they shot a coil of rope towards us. Luckily our oarsmen managed to catch this and to fix it to a hook on the lighter. This was our salvation ! The steamship men speedily pulled in the rope and in this way we managed to get aboard. Several of us had to be carried on to the vessel half dead and stiff from the water that had splashed all over us.
Had I met my death amidst the waves that day, I would have been spared much suffering. But God sent me any more hard trials to endure.
In Memel I discussed my problems with an old business acquaintance who was the rabbi and ritual slaughterer there. He assured me of his friendship and advised me that there was only one man in town who would afford to do a deal in these times of want. This man was, however, away, so the rabbi advised me to return to Königsberg and to await his message. The hazards of the sea-journey made me decide to return via Tilsit Tilsit, nowadays Sowieck, town in the District of Kaliningrad, Russian Federation. by post-coach, one of which left that very day.
In Tilsit I met a fine, rich gentleman named Gotthelf who offered to sell my wares on a l/3rd commission basis. I sent Herr Gotthelf 300 Marks’ worth of publications from Königsberg and had no occasion to regret this. Herr Gotthelf gradually sold the lot and sent me the proceeds. Altogether I managed to sell about 600 Marks' worth of books retail in both Königsberg and Tilsit. The remainder I put into storage.
After 10 days my friend from Memel sent word that I was to return. This time the journey by water – which cost only half as much as that by post-coach – went better than first time. It was a beautiful bright summer's day and we reached Memel without mishap in less than 10 hours. My friend conducted me to a Herr Freudenthal, a very rich and kind man, who expressed his regret that I should have had to undertake so long a journey at a time when trade was bad. He said he was willing to assist me, either by buying my stocks outright or by selling them for me on a commission basis. I was not prepared to agree to a commission deal since it would not have helped me out of my immediate predicament, so I sold him some 4,000 Marks' worth of books for 1,200 having taken into consideration the expense of carting them back again and, above all, the fact that the bulk of these books were only marketable in Poland and would find no buyers in this country. My common sense told me it was better to save a little from the  shipwreck of Cracow them to lose all and to pay yet another 200 Marks for the return freight. We concluded the deal that same night. Herr Freudenthal assured me that he did this more to help me out of my difficulties than because he anticipated much profit for himself from the deal. However, hardly a year had passed when he requested another consignment of books, offering me double the original price. This proves that he had done well with the first lot and that I had been right in calculating that it would be possible to replace the Cracow market on the other side of Poland, if only the unfortunate famine had not occurred and if I had been wealthy enough to reprint these books.
You can imagine how depressed I was when I got back home; how weighed down with  sorrow  and grief  at  the failure of my hopes. But I did not lose my trust in God and hoped that with the proceeds of my sales, and my usual diligence, I would be able to restore ray fortunes. But fate had yet harder trials in store for me.
Just then the congregation asked me to lead the prayers at the festivals of New Year and the Day of Atonement because they did not employ a cantor that year, 1847. In previous years I had frequently discharged this honorary office, so I could not very well refuse. I carried out my duties conscientiously and shook out my grief and sorrow-filled heart before God in prayer. Probably the recitation of the prayers affected my weakened nerves. A few days after the Day of Atonement I fell into a nerve and gastric fever which kept me in bed for two months. My recovery was in doubt and my wife also fell ill, probably with the grief of losing me, so that two doctors were needed to attend to us. My wife recovered first and when I eventually rose up from my sickbed, my ruin was complete. My men, without proper supervision and perforce without wages, had done very little work. My arising from this dangerous illness was thus even worse than my going down with it. My first concern had to be to pay off my men – all but two – until better days. I had to sell all may gold and silver, and my wife had to sacrifice hers, so as to be able to pay our men. At the end of it all I found myself impoverished and alone once  again and did not know how I could ever get back on to my feet.

11. THE MEMORABLE YEAR 1848.

I  agreed to Behrend’s stiff conditions so as to be able to continue with this publication and face the world as an honest man. There have been many works I started and found I had to continue with even though this hurt me financially, I have always held the principle – the only correct and honest one, I maintain – that the subscribers, however few they be, have a right to receive the complete work. It is no concern of theirs whether the publisher makes a profit or a loss on the venture.
If only my son-in-law Behrend had listened to me and taken my extensive stocks and started a bookshop in Breslau, I would have been spared all my later sufferings. Both of us would have become wealthy men and I would have been able to launch many more fine publications upon the world.
I myself could not have started such a bookshop in Breslau because I had a family of 10 children and it would have cost far too much to feed and educate them all in the big city. It would also have been much more difficult to marry off so many girls there.
Patiently, but with a heavy heart, I worked at the Jerusalem Talmud with my four assistants, even though I was now in a subordinate position. It was a very constrained life on my small income and we had meagre fare. I was hardly able to satisfy the most essential requirements of my multitudinous  family. Monies did not come in and several debtors who owed me large sums went bankrupt. As a result I could not satisfy my creditors and was forced to declare myself insolvent. In this bad situation my wife advised me to apply to the municipality for a license for a tavern. I believed that my conduct hitherto had earned me the confidence of the authorities and followed my wife’s advice. As I was to discover later, the local authority officials were divided concerning my application and referred it to the royal authorities in Posen. These rejected my petition. Repeated entreaties met with repeated refusals and the only course remaining to me was to petition the ministry. But I received no reply from Berlin for a very long time.
	Then came the remarkable year 1848. On March 18th general revolution broke out. At the first sign may son-in-law, whose subordinate I now was, suspended the printing of the Jerusalem Talmud, paid off my four assistants and ceased the weekly payments of 8 Marks to me, never bothering to ask how his parents-in-law with their 10 dependent children were to get a living. I was in dire distress and did not know where to find dry bread. But God saw my need and did not desert me.
During the six months of revolution my son Isidor and I did the work demanded by those times: we printed proclamations, posters, voters’ rolls, ballot papers, speeches and so on. Several times I was woken up in the middle of the night and asked to do rush work required in the morning. My labours, during this period, were so well paid that I managed to live without the 8 Marks from Behrend and even saved a modest sum. 
By now I had sent several reminders regarding my tavern to the ministry without receiving any reply, so in September 1848 I undertook a journey to Berlin, which I could only afford because of my modest savings. Our local Landrat Bauer – who was then our deputy in the National Assembly – knew my situation well. He interceded on my behalf, introduced me to the minister and gave me a ticket for the No. l gallery of the National Assembly. I was received by the Minister, Herr von Bonin Gustav Carl von Bonin, born in 1797 in Heeren by Stendal, died am 2 December 1878 in Berlin; from 1860 to July1851 he held the office of the Oberpresident of the Province Posen., and by his permanent secretary von Pomeresche on the second day of Rosh Hashanah Jewish New Year.. The minister permitted me to put my case, which I did amidst tears. He treated me very kindly and referred me to Herr von Pomeresche. The latter asked me whether it would be possible to start an inn in my house An inn required guest-rooms, a tavern did not.. I replied: If it has to be, yes. Well, replied Herr von Pomeresche, you go back home and make an application for an inn to your local authority. A fortnight later I had the consent !
	During the winter I had to undertake building alterations and I only managed to open the inn on March 1st 1849. I had to lay in stocks and buy new utensils and it was certainly not easy to scrape together the capital for this, but at the opening of my inn all Krotoschin was  amazed !
I still own this inn now (1860), I owe it to my journey to Berlin, to deputy Bauer, Minister von Bonin and Secretary von Pomeresche, but not to the local authorities from whom I might have expected a better appreciation of my unfortunate circumstances.
These  circumstances now improved and a new spring came into my life. But how different from the first, which had depended upon my own powers, whereas this second depended upon the powers of my womenfolk. In the beginning I did not know anything about tavern and inn-management. I also received more work for the printing shop, so my wife and daughter concentrated on the inn. According to the  terms of the license I had to make a large part of my house available for guest-rooms, so I had to move my printing works into a single room and much of my machinery had to be stored in the attic.
In the beginning the tavern did so well that it looked as if I might soon be able to give up my printing presses altogether. But gradually the hubbub slackened off. I myself was no longer required to help very much with the tavern, my wife and daughter managing it by themselves. I found I could go back to my printing and work diligently at this, to my great joy. I employed a few assistants again and several apprentices. The revolution was quelled gradually and my son-in-law ordered work on the Jerusalem Talmud to start again, which meant I drew 8 Marks a week.
In October 1st 1850 I succeeded in celebrating the wedding of my daughter Marie with Dr. Heinrich Graetz.
The Jerusalem Talmud was completed in 1850 and my cousin Moritz in Breslau bought up all the complete sets, paying part in cash and part with bills  of exchange for 1,600 Marks, half of which should have been due to me. My son-in-law did, however, not hand these over to me  since he wanted to use them to settle with my creditors. But though my creditors were pressing for payment my son-in-law did nothing to settle with them. Two of them hounded me severely, compelling me to give a sworn declaration of my assets – the only such declaration on oath I have ever had to give. They even threatened me with imprisonment for debt. At this point my cousin Moritz from Breslau appeared as a saving angel and announced that he had decided to have all my earlier publications reprinted gradually and to re-issue then at his own expense. He ordered 2,000 Machsorim (prayer-books) at once, offered me a large advance and agreed to settle with my two inconsiderate creditors. He kept his word, bought my debt off the creditors at 50% and later demanded not a penny more from me.
As regards the two bills of exchange still due to me, my son-in-law would not hand these over until I had promised him that I would print 500 prayer-books for him in addition to the 2,000 ordered by Moritz. It was  a demand that does him no credit, I was in a tight squeeze and was compelled to agree, which is not to my credit either. My sole justification is necessity. Moritz, however, was justifiably angry when he heard about the arrangement I had made under duress. My vexed heart had to suffer serious reproaches from him regarding my faithlessness in printing the additional copies, and I cannot describe the emotions I felt. But God, who knows my strict righteousness and the feelings that were torturing me healed all: the entire addition of 2,500 prayer-books was sold out within a very short period and this softened Moritz’ justified anger. He ordered a new edition of 3,000 copies but, justifiably, under stricter conditions this time. I was now freed of the most pressing of my creditors and arranged to pay off the more considerate ones by instalments. God helped me and in time I managed to satisfy every one of them. Since I have started printing for Moritz I have given up publishing at my own risk. He gives me a steady flow of work and I am happy with  this  arrangement. Some small orders have also started to come from Poland and I have reason to be satisfied with my situation and lock forward to the second summer of my life.

12. FAMILY MATTERS.

After the wedding my second son-in-law, Dr. Graetz, and his moved to Lundenburg Lundenburg, nowadays Breclav, small town in Moravia, ca. 50 km SE of Brno. in Austria where he had been offered employment. It was therefore the duty of one of the parents to visit the young couple and at Eastertide 1851 I undertook the journey. Naturally I was received with love and I count the days that I spent with my children at Lundenburg among the best of my life, as I count these children as the brightest jewel of my parental crown. They have first place in my heart my daughter because she has turned out in my own image, just as I had hoped. She is revered and loved everywhere for her virtue and will make me immortal. My son-in-law shares first place in my heart not only because he is a famous and learned man, but because he has become like a true son to me. He has treated me with indescribable generosity and has honoured me as a father in a manner which must certainly be difficult to find in the smart young world of today.
In 1851 my wife bore her last child, a weak little girl whom we named Helen after her aunt. However, the following year this weak child died of the cholera. This last issue of my wife’s unfortunately cost her her health. Her nerves, were weakened severely and she could not suckle the child so a wet-nurse had to be engaged. Her nervous debility became so acute that it developed into a form of mental illness which lasted for nearly two years. Although it never deteriorated sufficiently to make her certifiable, my own life become greatly embittered by her imaginings and delusions. In the 29 years of our married life I had succeeded, by means of love, in softening the small traces of the usual failings of the female sex that I discovered in her: the susceptibility to flattery and glitter, the tendency to disputatiousness, cove-tourness, obstinacy, vanity, jealousy end egoism. Now, all of a sudden, all these passions awoke in my beloved wife as a result of her illness. The worst of the evil passions was jealousy, but since I felt justifiably and deeply aggrieved by all reproaches, such unpleasant dissension arose which always ended in a great outpouring of the heart and bitter weeping and greatly disturbed my domestic peace and bliss.
I had never been so miserable in all my life. Although my financial circumstances had improved somewhat, I could find no way to cure or improve the unhappy condition of my beloved wife. I consulted a doctor who assured me that this was due to the change of the female condition and that many women suffer grieviously with this. Matters would change and improve with time, he said. So I armed myself with patience, treated my wife with the greatest gentleness,  endured all and preyed with all my heart for her recovery.
That year (1851) the local authority ordered an inspection of all inns to see whether the requisite number of guest-rooms were kept available. According to my license I was to have three of these. In the course of the years my printing-business had however improved and I had had to employ more assistants. In bad times I had managed to crowd my works into one  small room, but later this had become too cramped and I had taken over the guest-rooms. The inspectors therefore did not find the required number available for guests. The local authority thereupon informed me that my license for both tavern and inn would be withdrawn if I did not clear the printing presses out of the guest-rooms  immediately and restore the rooms to their former state. I had no option but to extend the house and reported this decision to the local authority. My license was then extended for the following year on condition that I undertook the extensions  in spring.
In 1852 Master-builder Würtesberg put in upper floor on to my house. The extension and furnishings cost me 1,800 Thalers, a sum I found difficult to raise. In the beginning I could not find anyone to lend me the money despite all cry efforts. Then a good friend advised me to request help from the local judge, Herr Rauh. Herr Rauh was surprised at my visit but heard my discourse with a smile. Then he asked: And who directed you to me, my dear Herr Monasch?. Rauh had long been known to me as a great philanthropist and I replied: My trust that you would help me in my hour of need. In that case, he replied, I really cannot refuse you. Come to the court-house together with your wife and we will settle the matter.
My joy at God’s help – so sudden and so unexpectedly easy – was very great. After we had signed the legal documents, Herr Rauh requested that my wife and I come to his room for the money. Then he said to my wife: Madam Monasch, please do not think that I wanted a mortgage on your property. I have  agreed to this purely out of friendship towards your husband. I have watched his efforts and achievements on behalf of his family these 30 years. I am pleased to be able to be of assistance. You need not wait until you can repay the entire 568 Marks. You can pay it off in instalments of 50 Marks.
I had been unaware of Herr Rauh’s friendship, and it did my heart good, I managed the rebuilding in all honour and good taste and confidently hoped for better times. But in 1853 the ill-fated cholera struck and my family – which had been spared in the 1831 epidemic – now had to endure bitter suffering. All the family with the exception of Isidor and myself became ill and my good Hanchen,  16 years  old,  and my youngest, Helenchen, only one, fell victim on succeeding days. The  rest of the family recovered, thanks be to God.
My wife’s own illness and the loss of two children weakened her very much and her former mental illness gradually recurred, though not with the old intensity. I  cannot describe the sufferings I had to endure and I thank God for the strength, courage, good sense and patience that he gave me in those trying times. I discussed my wife’s case with the doctor and he advised me to send her away from home for a longer period so as to free her from all domestic cares. Around that time my son-in-law Dr. Graetz moved from Lundenburg to Berlin, so I hastened to try and persuade my wife to visit him and his wife there. In the beginning she opposed my wish, but in the end she allowed herself to be persuaded, especially since  at  that time two of our sons also lived in Berlin – Louis as a clerk and Julius as an apprentice, both in great trading houses.
The walks and excursions and the air of Berlin had a beneficial effect upon my wife’s nerves. So had the love of her children who afforded her all possible diversions and entertainment. After seven weeks she come back home, hale and hearty, and not even the slightest trace of her former mental illness has remained.  Peace and happiness returned to my house and I count the second summer of my life from that year and consider myself the happiest of fathers of families.
1853 was one of the most remarkable years of my life. My son Louis, who had sent me his savings of 200 Marks for the rebuilding of the house, decided to restore the family fortunes by emigrating to Melbourne in Australia, but to come back after five years. He took advantage of his mother’s presence in Berlin to wrest her blessing from her. Louis’ employer showed great confidence in him and offered him 2,000 Marks’ worth of goods on credit to take along to Australia. He further agreed to engage Louis' younger brother, Julius, in his place. I was flattered by the confidence shown in my sons and my own  objections faded away.
After a farewell visit to Krotoschin, Louis set out on his travels in October  and he arrived in Melbourne, fit and well, towards the end of December. Since  then we have had several contented  letters  from him.
	In the year 1853 my son-in-law, Dr. Graetz, was appointed permanent first professor at the Jewish Theological Seminary The famous Fraenckel Foundation in Wrocław (Breslau). in Breslau. My son-in-law Behrend bought himself a beautiful solidly built house. May God extend his blessings of health and good fortune upon him and his family. 
	My cousin Moritz Monasch in Breslau kept his word and placed regular orders so that my printing presses were uninterruptedly busy. I also received large orders from Poland so that in 1853 I could realise my long-cherished plan  and buy a high-speed press for 1,800 Marks.

Ostrowo, 19th April 1860

My son Louis has still not returned from Australia. In an early letter he promised me 500 Marks towards the carriage of my third laughter, Charlotte, but he has sent me no assistance. But God helped me to get Charlotte married without anyone’s assistance. In 1856 we  celebrated her marriage to Herr Nathan Goldschmidt. God bless them. 
I cannot, however, forbear to mention that my third son-in-law caused me  great heart-ache. He asked me for an endorsement for a bill of exchange for 469 Marks. I am always willing to serve my children, even be it with the blood of my heart. Suspecting nothing, I signed and was duly punished for it. Then the due-date came I found myself obliged to pay even though I could not afford it, so that there should be no blot upon my family. It cost me much sorrow and many long hours of labour to make up for this loss. The only reason I do not bear Nathan any grudge is because he treats Charlotte well, especially as she had been previously engaged to a man from Ostrowo and this match was dissolved. I will not bother to relate the circumstances in detail, but they caused me much humiliation, sorrow and misery at the time.
In October 1854 I passed my lithographic press and all equipment over to my eldest son, Isidor. He wanted to establish a stationery-shop as well, so I gave him money towards this and bought him an embossing press. I further guaranteed him free board and lodging until he came to get married so that he should be able to save and accumulate some capital in the meanwhile. My Isidor, however, decided, to play the gentleman. Instead of working himself he employed others and put his trust in strangers. Whenever I asked how the business was getting on, I was given untrue answers. The end of the matter was that when he married in 1858 he received a dowry of  1,200 Marks, but even this turned out to be too little to pay the debts he had incurred in the five years he had run his own business. I had paid the presents for the bride, his entire wardrobe  and the cost of the wedding – 500 Marks in all. On top of that I found myself  obliged to accept the young couple into my house and to guarantee them a subsidy of 3 Marks a week. In return for this Isidor promised to help with the printing.
I must  admit that I would not have agreed to undertake this burden for the sake of my son, if it had not hurt me deeply to see my dear daughter-in-law defrauded and if I had not been so fond of her and had not loved her as my own child, I thank God that he has given my son such a good wife who will guide him in the paths of righteousness and virtue. Whatever would become of him if he did not have such a good wife ? I wish  them long life, good health, a good living and fine children, and may God preserve then from all I have had to experience and suffer.
	I have great hopes for my son Julius who has now established himself  independently  in Berlin and who has cost me very little. I hope that one day he will be a great and respected man and bring honour to my name. May God grant that he will soon find a good wife, such as he deserves.

Ostrowo, 6th July  1863

I have become three years older. My physical powers have declined and I must strain my mental powers to cope with the great sufferings I have had to endure in these years. There have been periods when it was very difficult to make ends meet. I have had to endure that not one of my children is doing well. My son Julius in Berlin, in whom I placed such great faith, deceived me and lied to me.
In 1860 Julius invited me to visit him in Berlin and to inspect his business. I am ever ready to comply with the requests of my children, provided only these are morally befitting and within my powers. I paid him a 5-day visit  and when I enquired about the state of the business I received very satisfactory answers, both from Julius himself and from his apprentices. Since I am unacquainted with the drapery trade I could not convince itself personally whether the business was really doing well. A few months later Julius wrote to us that a good match had been proposed to him from Stettin Stettin, nowadays, Szczecin, town in Pomerania. with a dowry of 3,000 Thalers and a short while later we were invited to Stettin ourselves to celebrate the engagement. In Stettin, Herr Levy Manasse, my future daughter-in-law's brother, fetched me from my inn and I asked him whether he had convinced himself of the soundness of son’s business. He gave a satisfactory answer and I considered myself a very happy father. I gave my enthusiastic approval  to the match as it was a good family and an attractive, sensible  girl.
Six months later I, my wife, Isidor and Rosa attended a wedding at Stettin so brilliant that we only wished to live to see our other children celebrate such splendid weddings.
Four months later I received a letter from Berlin, not by the hand of my son but by that of one of his apprentices, which asked me to hasten there by the first coach. Something, it said, had occurred which could only be communicated on the spot. Imagine our shock ! We thought Julius seriously ill or even dead and I set out at once. But in Berlin I discovered, to my dismay, that Julius was bankrupt and in the debtors’ prison.
Herr Levy Manasse had also been summoned to Berlin and when we met he asked: Dear Papa, did you know that Julius was in such a bad way?. I, who am frank and honest in all things, could answer: No, I knew nothing of this. Don't you remember, when we first met in Stettin I asked you whether you had assured yourself regarding my son’s affairs. I myself could not judge. But you said you had and it did me good to hear this from you. Yes, dear Papa, he said, you are a good and honest man. But your son has behaved not only like a scoundrel but like a fool as well. There is not even enough left to arrange a settlement with the creditors.
Then I discovered that Julius had implicated me to the tune of 400 Thalers. Before his wedding he had asked me to do him a favour and to accept a bill of his, which he intended to use as security with the bank to get cash to buy furniture. He said he had just before had to make large purchases of goods and was temporarily short of  cash. I was  shocked to hear now that he had lied to me and had deposited my bill as security with the firm of Julius Wolff because they would no longer give him any credit. I had to go to Julius Wolff, pay his legal costs and undertake to repay the 400 Thalers. Since Herr Wolff knew me for a man of my word, he agreed to my paying in quarterly instalments of 33 1/3 Thalers plus interest. Up to now I have paid off 300 Thalers and owe yet another 100. A week ago Julius wrote that things were looking up a little and that he would now take over the instalments himself. I hope to God that my son will be able to keep his word.
I said earlier that Julius had cost me little. However, adding up my presents to his bride and to him, travel expenses to Stettin for engagement and wedding, my subsidy to his wife while he was in debtors’ prison and the money I had to pay to Julius Wolff,  it now mounts to over 1,000 Thalers.
When I first reached Berlin, as related, I found Levy Manasse and his sister Frau Benjamin had got there before me. These two demanded that Julius’ wife should leave her husband and return with then to their mother in Stettin. My Emilie, however, regained constant and replied: No, I will not leave off my husband. What would become of him when he comes out of prison and does not find me here ? Do you want me to drive him to become dissolute and immoral on top of all his misery and misfortune ? No, I will not leave my husband. If that should be my fate, I will work with him and share bread and water with him, but I will not leave him. You would do better to give him all your help, so that he  can work his way up again. He is a good man, only he has a false sense of  shame and would not confide his misfortunes to anyone.
To hear these words from my daughter-in-law was balm for my wounded heart. I grew doubly fond of her and decided to endure all my misfortunes patiently for her sake. I pray to God that in time their affairs will improve and that I will live to see Julius and Emilie as prosperous and respected people.
My daughter Charlotte, married to Nathan Goldschmidt, suffered even worse misfortune. Her husband, who could not make a living and had fallen into debt, left her and his two children to seek his fortune in America. My daughter and her two lovely children are therefore entirely without means of support and must, perforce, become a charge upon me. In my old days I find I still have to take then to live with me.

14th July, 1863

Two years ago my son Louis wrote from Melbourne to ask that I send his brother Max, my fourth son, to Australia. My dear Max, who was then in his second year at the local Gymnasium, was willing to undertake the long journey He was probably around 12 years old.. 
Louis sent £40 sterling for his travelling expenses  to which  I added  100 Marks to fit him out and to accompany him to Hamburg. My oldest grandson, Albert Behrend, accompanied him to Australia and they arrived there safely on January 1st 1862. I place my hope upon my children in Australia that they will not abandon me in my old age.
Last year my daughter Marie and her husband, Dr. Graetz, persuaded me  to marry my fourth daughter, Rosa, to a leather-merchant by the name of Stank in Breslau. I had confidence in my children’s judgement, assumed they had made detailed enquiries about Stank and agreed. But once misfortune dogs your footsteps, it strikes where you least expect it. As the day for the wedding drew near, my children wrote that they had now discovered that Stank was deceiving Rosa and that the wedding should on no account take place.
It was the last unfortunate blow in these three years. I had already spent over 500 Marks on presents for the bridegroom and a trousseau for my daughter. As might have been expected Stank did not take the matter lying down, but instituted proceedings for breach of promise. God alone knows how the case will end.
Oh Lord, my God ! Grant me in my old ago sufficient of the strength of youth to labour for my family until my last day, and do not let me succumb to my sufferings. Before I pass away, dear God, grant me the good fortune to see all my children prosperous and let my daughter get her husband back, able to support her adequately. Grant me this boon, my Lord: to live the last few years which you may still allow me, free of worry. And may the glimmer of hope I have recently perceived from Australia, from my son Louis, become reality. I, my Lord, will serve you humbly, as heretofore. Amen.
 
13. TO DIE AN HONEST MAN.

One great joy accompanied the misery of the year I have related. After 10 years absence my son Louis from Melbourne arrived in Krotoschin on the eve of Passover and spent a fortnight with us. His arrival seemed like a ray of hope that I might be permitted to live my last years happily and free of worry.
I have always kept my worries to myself and never wanted to confide them in anyone except Louis. But even after his arrival it was not so easy to speak to him. In the first days his brothers, sisters, friends and acquaintances took up so much of his time that I had to wait patiently until an opportunity arose to speak to him privately and without interruption. After the holidays I asked Louis to accompany me to the cemetery to visit the graves of his grandparents and of his sister Hanchen. I was pleased when Louis agreed at once and without contradiction. On  the way I  told him about the critical state of my finances and explained to him how I  came to get so deeply into debt. Louis was indignant that I had not written to him years before as he would then have sent me financial assistance which would have prevented my getting ever deeper into debt. It is a pity, but it has always been up misfortune that I am contradicted by my family whenever I want to do what I consider right and necessary. Three years ago I had wanted to write to Louis to tell him about my situation and to request his aid, but my family said I should on no account write Jeremiads to Louis.
Louis now undertook to free me from the burden of my debts and to make me an allowance of at least 1,000 Thalers a year. My heavy heart danced with joy, to have such a good son. But soon it was to receive even deeper wounds. Louis travelled to London on business, going via Breslau, Berlin and Frankfort-on-the-Main. In Breslau he confided the results of our conversation to my family there, no doubt with the best of intentions. I was summoned to Breslau at once – no doubt also with the best of intentions – and my family then demanded nothing less than that I declare myself bankrupt. Thereafter they would come to an arrangement with my creditors and free me of my burden of debt in one blow.
I thank God that he has granted me both patience and integrity. I told my children that I would on no account agree to this. Much as it hurt, I would rather forego all of Louis’ assistance. I preferred to die bowed down with debts and cares, rather than to live free of these but as a blackguard, having dealt unjustly with other men. Bathed in tears I travelled home. My dear ones here saw the desolation on my face when I returned and wept with me at this new humiliation inflicted upon me. I refused to be comforted until I received a letter from Louis from Berlin in which he assuaged my pain and reassured me that he would not go back on his word and would secure an old age free of worry for me.
I thank God that he has given me such a son. Every day I pray to God that he may preserve Louis and equip him to fulfil his promises. How worried I was when I had not heard from him for four weeks, even though I had sent two letters to London. All the time I ask myself: Will he keep his promises? will I be able to live my old age free of cares ?

Krotoschin, 2nd, October 1865

Two years and three months have elapsed. I have lived through such heartbreak and misfortune that my physical powers have greatly diminished and my hair has turned grey. 
Louis, during his visit here in Europe, married Berta Manasse from Stettin, the sister of his brother Julius' wife, Emilie, and she went to Melbourne with him Their first child was to become General Sir John Monash..
I had the pleasure of attending their wedding in Stettin on 15th November 1863, but my wife was too weak to undertake the journey so the young couple came to Krotoschin a week after the nuptials to pay a visit. Before his departure Louis repeated his promises to me.
Now Louis’ visit and the rumours that he was very rich and had made great purchases of goods in Europe for export to Australia had the effect that I lost all my credit. People were convinced that my son had left me a lot of money. They assumed that no rich son comes from Australia without leaving his parents ample financial aid. I found that I could no longer cover my old debts by means of new bills of exchange and in this way hide my bad situation. This had been my practise for years, only so as to remain in honour and an honest man. Our worries affected my wife greatly and one day she said: Let us sell our house and reduce our debts. If Louis then sends us help, we will marry off our girls. As for the remaining debts, with hard work you will be able to pay them off gradually. It was hard for me to sell my hard-earned house to strangers, but I saw that my wife was right The property was sold in 1864 to a neighbor in return for 3,600 Thalers and a life-long lease whereby Monasch was allowed to keep his rooms but paid a rent of  110 Thalers per annum..
We now managed to pay off three-quarters of our debts and I did believe this would restore people’s trust in me, since I had demonstrated my integrity by selling my house voluntarily so as not to defraud any man of a single penny. But this was not to be. People turned away from me as if I were a swindler and I lost all my credit.
My son Isidor had lived in my house free of charge since his marriage and had conducted his lithographer's and stationer's business from here. Nevertheless he could not make ends meet. When we sold the house he had to find other premises. In his new premises he found it even more difficult to earn his daily bread and since he too had the misfortune of losing people's trust, he was compelled to go bankrupt. I found myself involved in bills of exchange to the tune of 1,800 Thalers. Isidor has since moved to Breslau and hopes to advance his fortunes there.
All these events had so deleterious an effect upon the health and spirits of my dear, ailing wife – she could not overcome the pain of it – that two days after the Jewish New Year, 1864, she fell ill and died four days later. My wife has now passed to a better world and has left all our sorrows, now doubly heavy, for me alone to bear. She was brought to her grave on the eve of the Day of Atonement.
About two months after her death there arrived a letter from Louis in Australia in which he begged us (he did not know of his mother's death at the time) to allow our youngest daughter, Ullerike, to come to Melbourne, for he hoped to marry her well. He promised to provide travelling expenses and trousseau. My Ullerike agreed immediately. She left Krotoschin on 1st July 1865  and I accomponied her as far as Berlin.
My son Julius travelled to Australia on the same ship. In the three years Julius has been married in Berlin, he lost all his capital and fell into debt and found himself obliged to emigrate. Until now his wife and little daughters stay with her family in Stettin. 
Around the same time my daughter Charlotte received money from her husband Nathan Goldschmidt in Newark, N.J. and she and her little son Max left for America. The younger son had died in my house the previous year. I have already had two happy letters from her from America.
Since July I remain alone in Krotoschin with my daughter Rosa and must bear my  sorrows,  worries and pain by myself.
Oh Lord,  my God ! With contrite heart and bowed-down in spirit I pray to you most fervently: Have mercy upon me. Free me from my sufferings. Do not make me live through any more years as filled with misery and suffering as the two just past. Grant me the mercy to see my daughter Rosa married and to hear from my five children overseas that things go better for them there than they did here. My God, I have never transgressed your laws, never done ill to any man, never been quarrelsome or disputatious. I have never insulted my fellowmen by word or look. Have I not worked faithfully and honestly for my family ever since I got married, laboured with love and devotion ? Grant me your mercy, oh Lord, to live my last years in your service free of sorrow and of debts. And when it behoves you to call me to be received unto my fathers, let it be in honour and as an honest man. Amen.

Krotoschin, 24th  October, 1865

It is my desire that the firm I founded with such great sacrifices should remain with my descendants and in my family name. If this proves impossible and the firm must pass into the hands of strangers, I require that my name, at least, should be retained and on the title-page of my publications it should always say Formerly B. L. Monasch in Krotoschin.

Marienbadt, 26th May, 1870

In the last five years God has heard my prayers and extended his mercy to me so that my long-nourished hope of coming to this spa has now been realised. As related, my son Isidor moved from Krotoschin to Breslau in the hope of doing better there. Providence, however, decreed otherwise. In 1866 war broke out between Prussia and Austria and trade suffered greatly. The terrible cholera-epidemic which followed brought trade to an even lower ebb and Isidor had to incur new debts to feed his family and found it impossible to meet the obligations he had incurred towards his creditors at the time of his bankruptcy. He found himself forced to emigrate to America. His brother-in-law there, Dr. Jarrow, helped him generously to do this. Isidor brought his family to Krotoschin and tried, whenever possible, to support then from America. After three years there he has done sufficiently well to ask them to follow him and they will emigrate to America next month. Unfortunately not all his five  children will join him in his new fatherland, his two daughters, having had to be buried in the old. I am afraid I will not be able to accompany his wife and three sons to the ship, since I am only just recuperating from an  illness and my doctors have ordered no to take the waters here in Marienbadt Marienbad (Mariánské Lázně), famous resort currently in Czech Republic..
In December 1867 a match for my daughter Rosa was proposed to me. The match was quite welcome since the young man is a qualified typesetter and printer and was hoping to marry into a firm such as mine. In January 1868 the young man came from Danzig Danzig, nowadays Gdańsk, famous habor town on the Baltic Sea. to Krotoschin, the young people liked each other and an engagement came about. We celebrated the wedding of my daughter Rosa to the typesetter Hermann Goldschmidt from Danzig at the residence of my, son-in-law Professor Dr. Heinrich Graetz in Breslau. For her dowry – since I had no liquid assets – I made my daughter Rosa sole heir of my printing works and all my household goods, but retained the usufruct for life. I also took her husband into the firm as a partner.
	Shortly after Rosa’s wedding came news from Australia that my daughter Ullerike had also married, having made a splendid match with a wealthy Berliner. Who could have been happier than I ? I have lived to see my five daughters married and provided for.
Providence was even kinder to me and freed my old ago from worry, When my children in Australia heard that their sister Rosa was now married, that I had given her the printing works as her dowry and that I was now more ailing than previously, they asked me to accept a monthly allowance of 20 Thalers so that I would no longer have to work. I accepted this offer and now receive £3 sterling punctually every month and live comfortably and abundantly off this and need no longer be tied to the business.
My son-in-law Dr. Graetz also invited me to retire from the business and to come  and live with him in Breslau. My doctors, however, advise me not to remain idle as this would shorten the span of my life. What is more, I still have a few small debts to settle, for I wish to owe nothing, except only my soul to God. I have therefore decided to remain in Krotoschin with my daughter Rosa and to carry on working until I am totally incapacitated, though no longer as strenuously as before.
As a result of this decision I have managed to travel to Marienbadt for my health and to take the waters here. It is only now, in my 69th year, that I have at last managed to see a health-resort, to enjoy the wholesome air and to partake of the well-waters. I have made many pleasant acquaintanceships and it is my wish and prayer that every good man might be able to free himself from the cares of home and business, for a month and travel to this place, to Marienbadt.

APPENDIX
LAST WILL OF B. L. MONASCH OF KROTOSCHIN.

I have ten children, five male, five female, and their names, in age order are as follows:
1. Julie, Mrs. Behrend, here.
2. Marie, Mrs. Graetz, in Breslau
3. Isidor, married in Breslau 
4. Louis, married in Melbourne
5. Charlotte, Mrs. Goldschmidt, Newark, N.J., America
6. Julius, married in Melbourne
7. Rosa, unmarried, here
8. Ullrike, unmarried, Melbourne
9. Max, unmarried In Melbourne
10. Adolph, ditto, in Breslau,

My property consists of my extensive printing works, my household goods, three places (two for men, one for a woman) in the local Synagogue and my Jewish publications. These consist of:
1. The entire Bible, i.e. the 24 books of the Holy Writ with Hebrew texts, Hebrew commentary and German translation by Fürstenthal, 18 volumes.
2. The Five Books of Moses with German translation by Johlsohn, 5 volumes. 
3. The Five Books of Moses with German translation by Salomon, 5 volumes.
4. The Festival Prayers of the Jews with German translation by Fürstenthal & Cunov, 5 volumes.
5. Atornment Prayers of the Jews with German translation by Fürstenthal, in three different rites: as in Poland, Posen and Prague.
6. Purim Prayers, translation and commentary by Fürstenthal
7. Mourning Prayers for the Fast of the 9th of Ab (the Destruction of Jerusalem) translation by Fürstenthal.
8. Prayers for the Cemetery with German translation by Fürstenthal.
9. Daily Prayers for the Entire Year, with German translation by B. (Behrend?) 

All these publications have Hebrew texts and German translations printed with both German and Hebrew letters and all have been translated at my own expense and have been through a number of editions.
My property, as listed above, has a value of at least 5,000 Thalers and if death should overtake me before I have seen my daughter Rosa married, I nominate her sole heir. However, I place upon her the obligation to
a) pay all my existing debts, so that no one shall say anything against me, and 
b) to make over to her brother, my youngest son Adolph, one-fifth part of the net sun. If, however, my daughter Rosa should be married at the time of my decease, and I have made no other stipulations, my son Adolph should get his one-fifth of the net sum while the other nine children shall have the remaining four-fifths divided amongst them in equal shares.

B. L. Monasch, 24th October, 1865

